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HIGHLAND PROPERTY AGENTS 
OUR MAJOR SPONSOR 

As we mark our second season as the major sponsors of Cronulla Seagulls, our team at Highland 
Property Agents would like to say thank you to the club, committee, players and their families for 
their continued support of our partnership throughout 2015. It is truly inspiring to see the Cronulla 
Seagulls band together week in and out, ensuring a family fun Saturday and Sunday for everyone 
involved and certainly shows the strength of the club for future years.

Highland Property Agents understands the importance of supporting the community that supports 
us. We will continue to support Cronulla Seagulls to provide a positive and professional environment 
for the development of all club members and their families. With our Partners, John Schwarzer a 
committee member and manager along with Laura McKay, both of whom are proud parents of 
Cronulla Seagulls players.

We wish everyone all the best for the rest of the year, and look forward to seeing you out on the field 
in 2016.
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COMMIttee List

Executive Commitee

President  George Koulouris 
Secretary  Robert Brown
Treasurer  Liz Pavett  
Vice Pesident Football  Craig Mackenzie 
Vice President Admin  Jeff Galea
Registrar  Kim Ryder 

Management Commitee

Canteen Controller Simone earle
Chief Coach - Head Robert Zasadzki
Chief Coach - Honorary John Doyle
Chief Coach - Seniors Joe Mc ewan
Child Protection Officer Robert Brown
Equipment Officer Jimmy Anthopoulos
General Committee Cleve Barton
General Committee Stuart Bush
General Committee Rhys Cheetam-Smith
General Committee Simon Grant
General Committee Karen Linnegar
General Committee troy Linnegar
General Committee Jeff Micallef
General Committee Maureen Mostaghimi

General Committee eddie Mostaghimi
General Committee Jonathan O'Hara
General Committee Lincoln Pavett
General Committee John Schwarzer
General Committee Geoff Woolley
Grading Chairman Mark Wedesweiler
Ground Controller Robert Brown
IT/Communications/Web Admin Robert Brown
MiniRoos Ref Manager Mark Wedesweiler
Sponsorship Manager George Koulouris
Team Liaison Juniors Larry Nicholas
Team Liason Seniors Phillip Savides
Uniforms/Merchandise Officer Angela Delfino
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CRONULLA SEAGULLS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Year President Secretary treasurer V.P Admin V.P Football
1958 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1959 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1960 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1961 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1962 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1963 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1964 G. Gilham J. Stearman A. Bacon
1965 G. Gilham t. Lumb A. Bacon
1966 R. Gray t. Lumb N. White
1967 R. Gray D. Solari N. White
1968 R. Gray D. Solari N. White
1969 R. Gray D. Solari J. Benjamin
1970 K. Mcdonough D. Solari J. Benjamin
1971 K. Mcdonough D. Solari J. Benjamin
1972 K. Mcdonough A. Gover J. Benjamin
1973 D. Solari K. Mcdonough A. Walker
1974 D. Solari S. Hore P. White
1975 D. Solari S. Hore P. White
1976 J. Stearman S. Hore P. White
1977 J. Stearman S. Hore P. White
1978 P. White M. Coulter B. Davis
1979 C. Stearman A. Mackenzie B. Davis G. Whitaker
1980 G. turner A. Mackenzie B. Davis G. Whitaker
1981 G. turner N. Stanley B. Davis G. Whitaker
1982 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker A. Mackenzie
1983 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker A. Mackenzie K. Mcdonough
1984 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker B. Davison K. Mcdonough
1985 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker C. Johns K. Mcdonough
1986 J. Burgess e. Marr A. Macken C. Johns K. Mcdonough
1987 C. Johns e. Marr B. Francis B. Beaver K. Mcdonough
1988 C. Johns e. Marr P. Malone P. Rogan K. Mcdonough
1989 C. Johns e. Marr P. Malone G. Bradshaw K. Mcdonough
1990 C. Johns K. Mcdonough P. Malone R.Sullivan R. Stearman
1991 R. Stearman K. Mcdonough P. Malone R.Sullivan J. Keats
1992 R. Stearman A. Mackenzie P. Malone R. Sullivan J. Keats
1993 G. turner B. Potter P. Malone R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1994 G. turner B. Potter G. Hunn R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1995 G. turner vacant G. Hunn R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1996 G. turner B. Potter G. Hunn R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1997 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
1998 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
1999 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
2000 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
2001 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
2002 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey S. turner J. Heldoorn
2003 G. turner B. Potter L. Harvey D. Fuller t. Ryder
2004 G. turner B. Potter L. Harvey D. Fuller S. turner
2005 P. Long B. Potter L. Harvey D. Fuller S. Smith
2006 C. Smoothy B. Potter P. Garland D. Fuller C. Smoothy
2007 C. Smoothy B. Potter P. Garland D. Fuller M. Simpson

Year President Secretary treasurer V.P Admin V.P Football Registrar
2008 C. Smoothy B. Redman P. Garland D. Fuller R. Parker
2009 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett D. Fuller R. Parker
2010 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett M. Simpson R. Parker
2011 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett K. Solari G. Koulouris K. Ryder
2012 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett K. Solari G. Koulouris K. Ryder
2013 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett K. Solari G. Koulouris K. Ryder
2014 G. Koulouris Robert Brown L. Pavett J. Galea C. Mackenzie K. Ryder
2015 G. Koulouris Robert Brown L. Pavett J. Galea C. Mackenzie K. Ryder
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PReSIDeNt Report

Welcome 
to Cronulla Seagulls FC presentation day for 2015.
Congratulations to all the teams for their great  
results this season.

Season 2015 was the biggest and one of the most successful 
seasons for Cronulla seagulls, with almost 1400 registered 
players and 119 teams it was always going to be a huge 
volunteered workload for the committee members and once 
again need to be congratulated on their efforts.We had 15 
teams make the semi finals with 7 of those teams going 
onto be come premiers (13B,15A,W16B,18D,18F,W18A 
and AL12/1).

Once again we would like to thank our major sponsor 
Highland Property Agents for their support and we are 
looking forward to working with them for many years to 
come.To all our other sponsors thank you for your support.I 
would like to thank all our coaches and managers who 
have volunteered their time and effort to making sure the 
club is run successfully.

A big thank you to all the teams and parents for helping out 
every weekend with ground duty and set up.To the players 
congratulation of being part of a great year and looking 
forward to seeing you all in 2016.

George Koulouris
President of Cronulla seagulls Fc 
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SeCRetARY Report

tReASUReRS Report

2015 turned out to be another triumphant year for the Seagulls with our registrations hitting an all-time 
high.  the Club grows from strength to strength because of these registrations and I would like to thank all 
of our new registrations and of course, a big thanks to our returning players.

 I would like to personally thank the committee members for a tireless effort to make sure the Club runs as 
efficient as can be. the committee are always active throughout the year (not just during the season itself ) 
so as soon as the season finishes, we go into Presentation mode, to prepare for the presentations, then we 
go into prep mode for the next season, then before you know it, Registrations come around, Grading, team 
allocations and then the season kicks-off.

 to the Canteen and the BBQ people, thank you for your support and hard work during the season. All profits 
made from the Canteen and BBQ are used by the Seagulls club to improve its facilities and to purchase new 
equipment.

 thank you to all those teams that did their Ground Duties. As part of the club environment, the more help 
the committee receives from its members, the less strain we are put under to get the games started on time 
and the general running of game days. I know from talking to a lot of the junior parents, they are always 
quiet happy to be involved (even if it means getting out of bed early on a Saturday morning). thank you to 
the Seniors that not only had to play a game, but also had do Ground Duties when requested.

 thanks to our Miniroo Referees. the increase in Junior teams meant we needed more Miniroo Refs this year. 
We had 39 Miniroo Refs, aged between 13 and 15 and what a fantastic job they did throughout the season. 
Hopefully our older ones move on to become Black and White Refs and our first year Ref’s return next season.

 Special thanks go out to all the Parents and Supporters of our teams. It is great to see some very enthusiastic 
supporters early on a Saturday morning and on Sundays with our Senior teams.

 We always need new committee members prepared to offer some of their valuable time. We need members 
that are there for all players and want to put in a little bit extra to make a difference in the club. We are always 
looking for committee members from all age groups, Junior and Senior. So, if you want to get involved by 
being on the committee, please send me an email or come along to our AGM which will be held in November.

 Last but not least, best wishes to all the players and their families for the off-season and we look forward to 
seeing all of you back again next season.

Rob Brown,
Secretary

Despite all the washouts we had this year, it did not affect the Club financially, mainly due to the in-
crease in registrations. A big thank you to all our sponsors.  

thanks to our canteen ladies, Simone, Cath, Karen, Anne and Hayley for another great year.  Also thanks to 
our BBQ chefs, terry & Matt and their able assistant Kim, and the parents that helped out during their ground 
control.

Best wishes to all our players and their families for the off season and we look forward to seeing all of you 
back again next season.

Liz Pavett
Treasurer
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NUMBeR of Players
YEAR U06 U07 U08 U09 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U18 U21 AL O35 O45 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W18 W21 WS TOTAL

2000 63 69 58 42 41 27 26 17 14 28 14 14 18 117 58 13 35 654

2001 62 58 57 53 30 40 14 15 14 15 28 14 36 105 51 15 50 657

2002 63 54 57 46 45 29 29 14 15 15 32 16 125 55 15 32 642

2003 73 45 47 56 52 34 31 32 15 15 32 31 98 55 15 13 11 70 725

2004 92 65 46 52 56 49 35 15 33 27 3 17 31 87 69 40 26 50 793

2005 89 62 56 42 45 38 43 30 16 28 28 47 67 57 28 29 43 15 33 796

2006 110 74 47 52 59 40 41 43 15 15 27 16 33 80 39 15 30 31 45 30 16 858

2007 111 86 62 44 51 53 38 31 29 15 16 43 17 118 20 16 41 15 33 28 16 883

2008 102 68 74 64 41 43 16 28 28 29 16 46 0 153 22 21 14 13 40 15 17 47 897

2009 74 100 67 72 52 31 44 14 28 27 29 32 30 140 39 14 16 16 46 17 28 916

2010 93 64 104 62 69 57 28 41 30 14 48 48 131 61 15 14 30 42 17 15 983

2011 120 85 65 102 61 68 55 41 28 27 46 49 124 55 21 17 16 15 29 15 34 17 1090

2012 95 111 97 64 90 56 38 57 39 46 31 32 130 90 21 19 16 15 16 31 28 16 16 1154

2013 60 99 117 99 45 74 39 27 52 41 56 15 30 119 76 19 15 16 17 16 14 60 14 18 1138

2014 87 72 117 106 97 37 32 45 30 53 44 62 31 165 57 19 43 15 17 18 15 30 30 17 1239

2015 86 99 96 115 119 86 55 39 43 29 61 77 33 162 36 37 16 44 17 30 30 40 29 16 1395

NUMBeR of Teams
YEAR U06 U07 U08 U09 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U18 U21 AL O35 O45 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W18 W21 WS TOTAL

2000 7 8 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 7 3 1 2 50

2001 7 7 5 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 3 1 3 47

2002 7 6 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 7 3 1 2 47

2003 9 5 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 6 3 2 1 4 55

2004 10 8 4 4 4 3 3 1 2 2 1 2 6 3 3 2 3 61

2005 10 7 5 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 4 3 2 2 3 1 2 61

2006 12 9 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 1 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 67

2007 13 10 6 3 4 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 1 7 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 70

2008 16 9 10 7 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 3 9 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 80

2009 12 14 9 8 6 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 8 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 84

2010 15 10 11 7 6 5 2 3 2 1 3 3 7 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 87

2011 18 13 7 11 6 6 4 3 2 2 3 3 7 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 98

2012 15 18 10 7 7 5 3 4 3 3 2 2 8 5 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 103

2013 10 16 13 10 4 6 3 2 4 3 4 1 2 7 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 99

2014 13 12 12 10 8 3 2 3 2 4 3 4 2 9 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 103

2015 14 15 10 12 10 7 4 3 3 2 4 5 2 9 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 3 2 1 119
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2015 COMPetItION Tables
JUNIOR Played Won Drawn Lost Goals 

For
Goals 
Against

Goal 
Diff. Points Position

12A 14 13 0 1 58 8 50 39 1
12B 15 9 4 2 45 22 23 31 2
12C 15 2 4 9 22 38 -16 10 8
12D 14 3 0 11 5 33 -28 9 9
13B 14 8 3 3 47 22 25 27 2
13C 14 4 5 5 26 31 -5 17 5
13D 15 11 2 2 45 11 34 35 3
14A 14 3 4 7 20 26 -6 13 8
14C/1 14 8 1 6 42 9 33 29 2
14C/2 14 5 2 7 34 46 -12 17 6
INTERMEdIATE
15A 14 11 1 2 58 7 51 34 1
15C 14 1 0 13 15 57 -42 6 8
16A 15 9 2 4 47 16 31 29 3
16B 14 8 4 2 25 20 5 28 3
16C/1 14 1 1 12 19 64 -45 4 10
16C/2 14 2 4 8 27 48 -21 10 8
18B/1 14 11 2 1 53 12 41 35 2
18B/2 14 1 1 12 14 47 -33 4 7
18C 15 5 3 7 36 61 -25 18 7
18D 14 9 1 4 27 25 2 28 4
18F 14 9 1 4 57 37 20 28 2
21A 14 5 2 7 29 25 4 17 5
21C 15 6 4 5 28 32 -4 22 5
WOMEN
W12B 14 4 1 9 15 40 -25 13 7
W13A 15 13 2 0 45 6 39 41 1
W13B 15 3 5 7 18 35 -17 14 5
W13C 15 8 3 4 22 14 8 27 3
W14B 14 7 2 5 45 21 24 23 6
W15A 15 4 0 11 10 43 -33 12 9
W15B 14 4 1 9 18 40 -22 13 8
W16B/1 15 9 3 3 82 20 62 30 4
W16B/2 15 11 2 2 56 18 38 35 2
W18A 15 14 0 1 78 17 61 42 1
W18B 15 4 5 6 19 24 -5 17 7
W18C 15 11 2 2 48 25 23 35 3
W21B 15 8 3 4 34 20 14 27 4
W21C 15 11 3 1 87 14 73 36 2
WSG 16 2 2 12 14 55 -41 8 8
SENIOR MAN
35B 15 12 1 2 39 16 23 37 1
35F 16 8 3 5 38 33 5 27 3
45B 15 8 1 6 43 24 19 25 4
45C 15 1 1 13 9 62 -53 4 8
AL01/1 15 1 2 12 11 65 -54 5 10
AL01/2 15 1 2 12 10 51 -41 5 9
AL03 15 8 3 4 32 32 0 27 3
AL04 15 10 3 2 31 17 14 33 1
AL07 15 10 4 1 41 15 26 34 2
AL11 15 8 3 4 36 23 13 27 3
AL12/1 15 10 2 3 49 18 31 32 2
AL12/2 15 1 5 9 19 41 -22 8 10
AL15 16 5 2 9 15 43 -28 17 8
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CLUB Service Award
Given Name Surname Yrs Of 

Serv.
Jake Andrews 5
Ingrid Aneman 5
Isla Anthony 5
Daniel Arena 5
Hayley Bannister 5
Kayla Barge 5
Nicola Barge 5
Lachlan Barley 5
Joel Bates 5
James Beer 5
taj Beesley 5
Diaz Blanch 5
Jimmy Bray 5
Louie Briggs 5
Oscar Briggs 5
Matthew Brown 5
Kieran Brown 5
Jasmin Brown 5
Jaslyn Brown 5
emma Bull 5
Kane Butterfield 5
Isaac Byrne 5
William Calvert 5
Matthew Coe 5
William Coe 5
elizabeth Coe 5
tess Corbett 5
Lachlan Cotton 5
Jed Crews 5
Noah Cunningham 5
Lucy De Souza 5
ethan Do 5
Montgomery Doab 5
Kyle Docking 5
Matthew Donaghy 5
Caitlin Donaghy 5
Cooper Donnelly 5
edward Drummond 5
Alec Dutton 5
Phebe Dutton 5
Aiden Fielder 5
emma Foley 5
John Fostellis 5

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Paul Frame 5
Alexander Galea 5
Adam Glowacki 5
Abbey Gould 5
Orlando Graham 5
Jackson Greck 5
Matthias Gregory 5
Robert Grimshaw 5
Zackary Hankin 5
Michael Harrington 5
Luke Hewson 5
Harry Hindle 5
Phoebe Hinton 5
Paul Hyatt 5
Jay Ibbotson 5
Ollie Jacobs 5
Bryce James 5
Darcy Johnson 5
Max Jones 5
Reid Jones 5
Alexandra Jones 5
Rebecca Jones 5
Peter Kathestides 5
Luke Laffan 5
Adam Laffan 5
Glenn Lawlor 5
Kai Levell 5
Charlotte Liprini 5
William Ludmon 5
Cameron Mackenzie 5
Harry Mahikas 5
taylor Marlow 5
Alexander Martinez 5
Jorja Matthews 5
Michaela Matthews 5
Ava McKinley 5
Kurt Montgomery 5
Benjamin Moroko 5
Rio Nasir 5
Sam Nelson 5
eloise O'Connor 5
Zachary O'Hara 5
Otto Ohis 5

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Karl Ohis 5
Aidan O'Leary 5
Lillian Orrell 5
Jacob Palmer 5
Lewis Park 5
Pravin Parkar 5
Samuel Payne 5
Kale Pennell 5
Alex Pitsis 5
Rory Powditch 5
Billie Powell 5
Christopher Richardson 5
Owen Riley 5
Haydon Roberts 5
Anthony Romeo 5
Adam Rudge 5
Caitlin Schofield 5
William Singline 5
tobie Smith 5
Adam Smith 5
Jediah Smith 5
Lily Stark 5
emily tan 5
Jesse taylor 5
Gemma thornely 5
Clancy toman 5
eliane toman 5
Nicolas townsend 5
Christopher townsend 5
Jack traina 5
Abbey Wallace 5
Coby Ward 5
Shannon Ward 5
Beau Ward 5
Murray Wardle 5
Charles Waser 5
Scarlett Waters 5
Paris Whittaker 5
Sol Wilkinson 5
elias Woolley 5
Jake Zaglas 5

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Ryan Aitken 10
Zack Barley 10
Lena Bradbury 10
Rhyanna Brown 10
Ryan Bultitude 10
Remy Carlson 10
Clayton Cormie 10
Mikayla Cox 10
Harrison Cramb 10

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Amber Doherty 10
Max enright 10
Caelan Faust 10
Nathan Ford 10
Matthew Gates 10
Kiana Haag 10
George Hughes 10
Josh Jacobs 10
Maxwell Kingsbury-West 10

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Jake Lawrence 10
Angus Lehmann 10
thomas Muller 10
Ross Paul 10
Matthew Pollard 10
Joshua Standingford 10
Julian Wilkins 10
Mark Woods 10
Melody Wragg 10

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Jack Fuller 15

Jordan Harrington 15
John Mackenzie 15
trent Mamacan 15
thomas Montgomery 15
Mark Santangelo 15

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Beau Streater 15
thomas Stretton 15
Simon Stringfield 15
Andrew Stringfield 15
Jake Waters 15

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Jimmy Anthopoulos 20

Peter Rowswell 30
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AWARDS
ASSOC AWARDS

MINOR PReMIeRS & PReMIeRS 15A & W18A
PReMIeRS 13B, 18D, 18F, W16B/1, AL12/1
MINOR PReMIeRS & RUNNeRS UP W13A, 35B & AL4
MINOR PReMIeRS 12A
RUNNeRS UP 13D, 14C/1, 18B/1, AL11, W21C
MOSt IMPROVeD 12D, 14C/2, 16C/1, W12B, W15A, W16B/1
 
SeMI FINALIStS 16A, 16B, W18C, W21B, 35F, 45B, AL3
FINALIStS 12A, 12B, W13C, W16B/2, AL7

CLUB AWARDS

MeRIt AWARD 12D
A’ GRADe MeRIt AWARD not awarded this year
MOSt IMPROVeD 13B
BeSt GOAL DIFFeReNCe (JNR/SNR) W21C
JNR GOALKeePeR AWARD MAtILDA WOODS W13A
 
COMMIttee PeRSON SIMON GRANt
JUNIOR CLUBPeRSON ANGUS CUNNINGHAM
 
CLUB CHAMPIONS 
JUNIORS (12-14yrs) 12A
INteRMeDIAte (15-21yrs) 15A
SeNIORS (AL - 35/45 men) 35B
WOMeNS (W12 - WS) W18A
 
COACH OF THE YEAR 
JUNIOR JONAtHAN O'HARA
INteRMeDIAte tReVOR JOHNSON
SeNIORS DARReN BUNNeY
 
SERVICE AWARdS 
5YeARS as per list
10YeARS as per list
15YeARS as per list
20YeARS as per list
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COACHeS & MANAGeRS List
teAM Coach Manager

U06/B1 Steve Wright tammy Kuch
U06/B2 Gunther Pfrengle Cris Cordwell
U06/C Greg Shelley Janine Robertson
U06/D tomas Sanchez Danielle Cush
U06/e Scott Griffin Inga Barbuto
U06/F troy Linnegar Karen Linnegar
U06/G1 Renae Walker tess Layton
U06/G2 Matt Smith Matt Smith
U06/I1 Glenn Langford louise lakomy
U06/I2 Ross Ozolins Rochelle Southwell
U07/B trent Duvall Susan Agostino
U07/C Douglas Opai Rayna toman
U07/D1 Mat Jessep Michael McGaulley
U07/D2 Nicola Degnan Nicola degnan
U07/G1 Nicholas Dyer Felicity Dyer
U07/G2 Steve Day Belinda Barsoom
U07/H1 John Cuciti tBA
U07/H2 Kelvin Solari Adele Schwarzer
U07/H3 Mike Garnham tBA
U07/I Greg McConnell tBA
U08/A Dan Cox Fiona Stonestreet
U08/B Glen Langford Lisa Cameron
U08/C Darren Draganic Stephen Parker
U08/F tony Barnes Louise Lancaster
U08/G Shane Hardcastle Raelee Stone
U08/H1 Brendan Cantlon Brendan Cantlon
U08/H2 Loukia theodosiou Gina Ventrice
U08/H3 Graham Braiden Kim Gair
U09/A Martin Fielder Grant MacKenzie
U09/B Andrew Gardiner elise McKillop
U09/C1 Mike Danby emma goodfellow
U09/C2 Geoff Woolley
U09/D1 Unknown Rachelle Harrington
U09/D2 troy linnegar Karen Linnegar
U09/D3 Andrew Levell Craig Simspon
U09/G Damian Williams
U09/H Jodie Savellis Cassandra Hunnam
U10/A Mal Smith Ian Bridges
U10/B Craig field Melissa Ofria
U10/C Matthew Roberts Nicole Roberts
U10/D1 Richard Beesley Jon Kay
U10/e Andrew trudi
U10/F Matt Brennan Rebecca Quezada
U11/A Scott Madden/Nick Palmer Carla Grossetti
U11/B Shane Hardcastle Natasha tynan
U11/C Brad Graham Rebecca Ward
U11/e1 Jamie Burnes tina Savides
U11/e2 David Casey Cirelle Ruxton
U12/A Craig Mackenzie
U12/B Robin Moore Greg Cooper
U12/C Jimmy turnbull Jacquline Beer
U12/D Adrian trevallion Jo Zaglas
U13/B Geoff Galea Jeff Micallef
U13/C Philip Savides Paul Roach
U13/D Ruben Lewis Peter Wyer
U14/A Dean Rindfleish/Cleve 

Barton
Brook Dibben

teAM Coach Manager

U14/B Andrew Virginia Park
U14/C Simon Lee Sandy Hogg
U15/A Aron Rob Brown
U15/B trevor Johnson John Williams
U16/A George Koulouris
U16/B eddie Mostaghimi
U16/C1 Russell Mapplebeck
U16/C2 Joe Catalano John Gregory
U18/C Rob Sellar Rob Sellar
U18/D Shaun Appleby Jenni Barley
U18/F trevor Johnson trevor Johnson
U21A eddie Lim
W06/A1 Justin Goode Cassandra Hunnam
W06/A2 Mark Donnelly Jeff Galea
W06/B Danielle Farrugia Lee Murphy
W06/C Ben Buchan Lee tasker
W07/A1 Gavin Mead Kelly Gardiner
W07/A2 Kylie Springall Kylie Springall
W07/B Raegan Grimley Katrina Blattman
W07/C1 Leisa Manning
W07/C2 Stephen Wright Matthew O’Brien
W08/B Justin Gallagher Matt Sandher
W08/D thomas Graham Carter tBA
W09/A Chris Blair Sarah Hill
W09/B1 Steve Day Belinda Barsoom
W09/B2 Craig field Carly Gersling
W10/A Paul Oliver Catherine Marshall
W10/B1 Brett Brown tba
W10/B2 Wayne Schofield Lauren Schofield
W11/B1 Darren Stark Regina Donaghy
W11/B2 geoff woolley
W12/B Steve Day tBA
W13/B Darren Stark Darren Stark
W13/C geoff woolley
W14/B Jim Grant/Craig Mackenzie Alisa Amos
W15/A Chris Durante No manager yet
W15/B Geoff Woolley
W16/B1 Brad Needham Jennifer Brown
W16/B2 Garth Young Peter Swatosch
W18/A David Fuller Helen
W18/B steve carrero barry Ffrench
W21B Martin McGrath Kristen Arthur
W21/C Mark Farrugia Steve Beckedahl
WAL Rhys Cheetham-Smith
MAL01/1 Gary Lockwood Micky Karim
MAL1/2 Joe Mcewan
MAL3 Dominic Romeo
MAL04 Jim Anthopoulos Jim Anthopoulos
MAL07 Jackson Lord James Harper
MAL11 Mitch Hahn Mark Wigger
MAL12/2 Brett Holman Jordan Holman
MAL15 Liz Pavett
O35/B David Robinson
O45/B eddie Lim
O45/C eddie Lim
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2015 MINIROO Referees

Adrian Aguilar

Alex Aguilar

Chloe Barley

Oscar Briggs

Joshua Brown

Ryan Bultitude

Remy Carlson

Harrison Cramb

Pranav Datta

Mitchell Dibben

Matt earl

Nicholas Galea

Keegan Hanslow

Maya Hill

Rees Hopper

Josh Jacobs

Ben Johnson

Christopher Lee

Harrison Maddern

Jack McCarthy

Kieran Medway

Joshua Micallef

Samuel Nash

Rorie O'Hara

emma Orrell

Harper Sidney

Adam Smith

Mitchell Smith

Annika tan

William thomas

Joshua toohey

Curtis Matthews

emma Woodin

Matilda Woods

Annika Woolley

Ciara Woolley
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Well for the 5 players on 6B1 it has been quite 
a year. For all the boys it was their 1st time 
playing soccer, so lots to learn from rules to 

teamwork to just learning to kick a ball. the boys really 
enjoyed themselves. For many games they had only 4 
players with other teams having 6 so they could not 
sub off and on. this meant they became very tired, but 
they soldiered on and by the end of the season they 
could all run for the whole game with no effort at all- 
their stamina was just amazing. As coach and manager 
we are very proud of have they have grown over the 
season - they always tried their best and every single 
player has come ahead leaps and bounds- well done 
6B1.

6A

W6A1

BACK ROW L-R: Steve Wright (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Jack Downes, William Cleland, Aydan Wright, 

Thomas Woodrow, Declan Vandenberg

BACK ROW L-R:  Justian Goode (Coach), Louise Goode (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Marlee Goode. Ava Nelson, Indigo Stewart,  

Scarllett Macartney, Laura Sutherland, 
ABSENT:  Serena Stivens
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TEAMS And Reports

The first year for these girls playing football was an 
interesting season. A slow start in getting some 
of the girls on the pitch, however, after a week 

or two they started to enjoy the team spirit and had 
lots of fun, not to mention providing a lot of laughs 
for all the parents. towards the end of the season, all 
the girls started to bond well together as a team and 
more importantly showed interest in returning next 
season. So on a score out of 10 they deserve a 10 for 
enthusiasm and looking great in a Seagulls strip. Well 
done girls and thankyou to all the parents for your 
sideline support. Looking forward to next season.

A gorgeous morning to watch the last match of 
the season - all the boys were excited and full of 
gusto to get the match underway. It was a level 

1st half with all the boys having a great game, while 
we had lots of possession and some great shots at goal 
they just missed the net, or were well defended by Mar-
ton. Onto the 2nd half - as usual Zac Z was always in the 
right spot defending the back line, Milan and Charlie 
were great on attack, with some great kicks and strikes 
at goal by Zac W and luca. All the boys have really im-
proved over the season. there was some great saves by 
all the boys, and It was in the 2nd half  a quick shot at 
goal, and slipped passed the boys -  only goal in the 
match. with Zac W getting player of the match All the 
boys have had a great Season. Well done to all the boys 
, a BIG thanks to  Coach Butch, and all the mums and 
dads -  looking forward to next Year :)

W6A2

6B

BACK ROW L-R:  Mark Donnelly (Coach), Jeff Galea (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Lara Agostinis, Indigo Donnelly, Grace Galea, 

Stella Clark

BACK ROW L-R:  Buch Pfrengle (Coach), Chris Cordwell (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Luka Usalj, Milan Pfrengle, Isaac Fisher,  

Charlie Cordwell, Zac Zuvela, Zac Wood, Luca Singh
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What a great season! For some of the girls their 
first and for others their second but every-
body made new friends and got on really 

well, so well done girls!

We all braved the early morning starts and the cold 
without any tears (well, except once when Amelia 
couldn’t feel her hands) to play the game as a team. 
It wasn’t always soccer that was played, we had a lot 
of talking, skipping, staring into space and even some 
learning of foreign languages but the idea is to have 
fun and that’s what we did.

thanks to Danielle for coaching and running training 
each week, I really enjoyed managing the team and 
we also appreciate the effort from all the parents and 
extended families to get the girls to training and the 
game each week.

See you next year! 

Lee

Starting the 2015 was a novel experience for our fresh faced 
U6’s, with the early games limited on soccer know how, but 
excessive on happiness… sometimes it was confusing as 

to whether we had stumbled onto the set of “so you think you 
can dance”. But dancing and rejoicing in their Saturday morning 
games was infectious because no matter the score, every one of 
the U6C team started, played and ended with a smile from ear 
to ear.

As the season progressed, the skills developed and, while 
no match for their exuberance, the score line moved to their 
advantage. each of the 6 players developed their skills, gameplay 
and importantly, team spirit.

Noah grew confidence with each week and developed an 
admirable skill of getting in among a pack and emerging with the 
ball. Luis, with his flowing blond locks, was always there to get 
the ball and dribble with a dexterity that belied his experience. 
Ben, when chasing down the opposition applied a speed that 
would be the envy of Usain Bolt. Dene is the teams effervescent 
motivator who seems to have more ground coverage than the 
actual grass. Archer, who has the world best game face, was a 
formidable talent down the sidelines and Hugh, who never 
stops smiling can bend it better than Beckham.

It was a privilege to watch the boys play and while doing so, they 
won the hearts of the spectators and the thrill of trying their 
best and respecting their team mates. Well done U6C, we could 
not be prouder.

W6B

6C

BACK ROW L-R:  Danielle Farrugia (Coach), Lee Murphy (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Neve Magill, Ebony Springall, April Farrugia, Arielle 

Styles, Amelia Murphy, 
ABSENT: Jenna Boyce

BACK ROW L-R:  Greg Shelly, (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Noah Grant, Hugh Jonhnston,  

Archer Ousey,  Benjamin Shelly, Dene 
Robinson, Luis Danby, 

ABSENT:  Janine Robinson (Manager)
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The boys had an absolutely fantastic time and 
became great little soccer players by the end of 
the season. Learning fabulous ball tricks  and the 

joys of great team work.

W6C

6D BACK ROW L-R:  Steve Chidgey (Assist. Coach), Tomas Sanchez 
(Coach)

FRONT ROW:  Jesse Black, Angus Griffin, Riley Maskiell, 
Sebastian Sanchez, Oliver Ridley, Joshua Raad,  
Lucas Perera

ABSENT: Danielle Cush (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R:  Ben Buchan (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Tilly-Rose Buchan, Josie Tasker, Ellie Cooper, 

Aurora Stark-Harris, Luka Powell
ABSENT: Emily Hubbart, Lee Tasker (Manager)

What a thoroughly enjoyable season for 
the girls (and the grown ups). We had a 
group of 4 to start- Josie, tilly, emily and 

ellie. Luckily Aurora and Luka were teamed up with 
the girls and they have all become great mates! 
 
they started the season well with a few wins and lots 
of goals scored. Aurora was the top goal scorer for the 
season! Overall the team had 7 wins, 5 losses and 2 
draws. Coach Ben did a great job encouraging them 
all to bring out their best. they have learnt a lot of skills 
in their first season and we can’t wait for next year. 
 
We have laughed at Luka’s trademark kicks, the 
occasional studying of the grass and sky and the 
overall fun that the girls have displayed. Good on you 
girls!
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The 2015 under 6e soccer team was made up of 
Mika, Alex, Zachary, Vasili, Archie & Rory. What 
a great season it was… From the start it was 

obvious the boys all got along & looked forward to 
each game. As the season progressed we witnessed 
the boys working well as a team, sharing the time on 
& off the field, passing the ball during the games and & 
demonstrating great sportsmanship by congratulating 
& shaking hands with their opponents after the game.
throughout the season the boys’ skills increased and 
they found their own natural positions on the field, 
each bringing their own strengths to the team. Mika 
(the Bulldozer) worked on improving his passing skills 
and scoring goals, Alex is a natural defence player and 
showed some great ball skills, Zachary showed great 
improvement on the field - becoming a valued team 
player, Archie was committed each week - improving 
in his attack & defence, Rory’s confidence improved 
throughout the season & demonstrated great attacking 
skills. Overall the boys had a great amount of fun & 
have formed great friendships.

6F really enjoyed their first year of soccer. For 
boys had not played before they picked it up 
really well and even learnt to play as a team. 

thank you to all the team for putting in their best 
every week and to all the parents and grandparents for 
turning up to those chilly 8am winter morning games!

A big thanks to coach troy for all his efforts and 
motivation and for making it fun!

6F had a great year which everyone enjoyed topped up 
with a fun gala day.

6E

6F

BACK ROW L-R:  Inga Barbuto (Manager), Eros Minglis (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Vasili Minglis, Rory Griffin, Mika Barbuto, Archie 

Watson, Zachary McElroy, Alex Wilson

BACK ROW L-R:  Troy Linnegar (Coach), Karen Linnegar (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Mitchel Irvine, Talon Blanch, William Gardner,  

O’Kha-Sol Sleeman, Jett Linnegar, Tyson Brennan
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T he team of six comprised of Lucas, Knox, Kobi, Matt, 
Rowan and tom who quickly became firm friends 
and a team with a great sense of fun that grew with 

every passing week. they enjoyed their soccer and tried 
their best, listening attentively to coach’s instructions. 
Lucas was our defensive wall and would often save a 
goal with a decisive kick that would place the team 
on the offensive. Knox was the all-rounder who 
would run the field, wherever the team needed him 
and was there for all the important plays. Kobi really 
grew as a player as the year progressed and became 
an integral part of the team by the end as he was 
always in with the action. Matt quickly established 
himself as the offensive mastermind and many a 
goal was scored from his skillful boot. Rowan was 
also instrumental to the team playing strong in both 
offense and defense and scored powerful goals. tom 
was the most consistent player of the team who played 
every match- sometimes for the other team. He was 
always ready to give of his best when called upon and 
ensured that every member of the team was included. 
What a great team and it was a shame to see the end 
of the season!

W hat an awesome team!! Luke, Nicholas, 
terry, Michael, Isaac and Jackson were a 
great bunch of boys that enjoyed every 

moment of every game. their enthusiasm for the 
game was obvious by the huge smiles on their fac-
es and their continuous laughter which could be 
heard from the sidelines. they loved to celebrate 
goals or a great tackle by all joining in for a sponta-
neous team hug or an aeroplane style celebration. 
It was great to watch them all improve their skills over 
the season and by the end they were passing, tackling 
and scoring goals like a professional team. I hope the 
experience they have had during their first season of 
football has set them up for a life long love of the game. 
Well done boys….you were a pleasure to coach and 
good luck next year.

6G

6H

BACK ROW L-R:   Tess Layton (Manager), Renae Walker (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Lucas Hunter, Matthew Hardcastle, Kobi Babic, Knox 

Haggarty, Thomas Layton, Rohan Walker

BACK ROW L-R:  Matt Smith (Manager/Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Nicholas Moore, Zheng Yuan Geng, Luke Marshall, 

Michael Ofria, Jackson Smith
ABSENT:  Isaac Hilford
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For the majority of our team this was their first experi-
ence in playing soccer and they quickly grew to love 
it. they have all been quick learners and within a 

week had all learned each others names and bonded very 
well.Our little team was made up of the following boys: 
Jackson who was a great goal kicker and was great in 
helping the rest of the team in the first few games when 
they didn’t know where to stand.
Dane who loved to chat tactics on the field and was 
always able to provide entertainment when he scored 
and did his little dance! 
Harry who was always very consistent and was a 
great team player who helped his team mates where 
to position when they were only new to the game.  
Liam who as the season progressed learned to dribble 
well and was our little defender always staying back to 
make sure a goal didn’t go in from the other team.
Christian who loved to chat tactics with Dane and was 
also able to multi task and be in a great position to get 
the ball and score goals.
Wyatt who loved to kick in from the sideline and always 
managed a huge run up before his great kicks into his 
fellow team members.
Harley with his cheeky grin loved playing with his team 
and scored some great goals throughout the season.
thank you to all the parents who where there bright and 
early to support and cheer the boys on each week. A big 
thank you also to Paul, Andrew and tim for helping coach 
the boys.
I have enjoyed managing the team and seeing all your 
smiling faces win or lose!

The boys had a fantastic 1st season of soccer, many 
of the 6I/2 players were only 4 years old so they 
found the cold early mornings a bit tough but 

were always entertaining and enthusiastic. their soc-
cer skills improved each week and the 6I/2s displayed 
heart warming signs of sportsmanship amongst them-
selves and towards the  opposition. Jarvis and Luka 
quickly assumed the role of striking and scoring goals 
with ethan, Banjo, Jee and Levi roaming between mid-
field and defending ferociously. everybody had a go 
and enjoyed their 1st season with the seagulls.

6I1

6I2

BACK ROW:  Paul Camilleri (Coach), Louise Lakomy (Manager)
ROW L-R:  Wyatt George, Harley Inglis, Jackson Camilleri, Harry 

Langford, Liam Lakomy, Christian Gabriel, Dane 
Gosby

BACK ROW L-R:  Ross Ozolins (Coach), Rochelle Southwell (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Ethan Holmes, Banjo Southwell, Jarvis Whyte, Luka 

Ozolins, Levi Wheeler, Jeehoon Jones
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The girls 7A01's had another fun and successful 
year, all players having returned from playing to-
gether the previous year.  

Gav and the girls worked hard at training and took their 
new skills into each game on Saturday.  the girls took 
on some tough teams in the A competition - including 
the other Seagulls A team and managed some very 
tough and exciting wins.  All the girls improved again 
greatly this year and most importantly had fun every 
week even in freezing cold conditions!

Special thanks to Gav for all his time, effort and care 
with the girls.  enjoy the summer break girls and look 
forward to reforming again next year.

The close bond this group of young boys shared 
last year was back from the first pre-season train-
ing game, welcoming 2 new team mates Lucas 

and Matthew.Starting the year with 3 rules – sports-
manship to our opposition, respect to our team mates 
and above all have fun.the improvement in each of the 
boy’s skills was evident from the first game, and im-
proved every game as the boys got faster and stronger.
Charlie continued his great defence this year.Cooper 
continued his determination on the field tackling and 
chasing down every ball he could. Harrison held the 
midfield together defending from end to end and 
picking up a hatrick midyear. Matthew had great posi-
tional play, creating space for his team mates and was 
rewarded with some great late season goals.  Lucas ex-
celled both in the strength of his defence, his ability to 
dribble around the other team as well as scoring some 
goals that literally knocked the goals over. Samuel con-
tinued his wizardry with the ball, scoring over 50 goals 
this year.All this came together with everyone having 
some great fun, trying their hearts out every game 
and having some great successes as a team as well as 
individuals.A special thank you to all of the parents for 
wonderful support during the year, Susan in particular 
for managing the subs and all the dads that helped 
with training.  It was a wonderful to be part of such a 
close group and we can’t wait for next year!

W7A1

7B

BACK ROW L-R:  Kelly Gardine (Manager), Gavin Mead (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Lexi Mead, Lani McKinley, Sophie Clark, Gracie 

Gardner, Brooke Garabedian, Casey O’Hara
ABSENT:  Cyan McKinnon

BACK ROW L-R:  Trent Duvall (Coach), Susan Agostino (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Matthew Agostino, Cooper Collins, Harrison Duvall, 

Lucas Correia, Charlie Street, Samuel Stewart
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What a champion team. Some teams are cham-
pions because they had a great season and 
won a lot of their games.

Our girls were champions because they didn’t. they 
only won 2 games all season and they had a ball. there 
was not one tear or bad word, week after week they 
turned up smiling from the minute they walked on the 
field to the minute they come off. there was also a lot 
of cartwheels, hairstyle comparisons and taylor Swift 
impersonations. this only added to their playing style. 

When we started the year only 3 of the 8 girls had 
played soccer before. We loved watching them improve 
game after game. they all shined. Iyla, Mia and Char-
lotte headed up the goal scoring with the backup of 
Jaime, eliza, Samara and Mikayla as the super midfield. 
Not to forget our super defender eva. It also helped to 
have a supportive cheer group on the sidelines each 
week. the U/7 C1 girls did themselves, their supporters 
and the Seagulls proud. Looking forward to next year. W7B1 BACK ROW L-R:  Leisa Manning (Manager), Eliza Collins, Eva 

Pearson, Jaime Manning, Natasha Tynan 
(Coach)

FRONT ROW:  Mia Tynan, Charlotte Slack-Smith, Iyla 
Timmins, Makaila Harper

ABSENT: Samara Lester

What a great season! the girls came together as 
a team, both old and new players, to achieve 
great results. We have all enjoyed watch-

ing the girls grow in confidence & skill throughout the 
year. Highlights of the players included Freya's passion 
for the game. She continues to inspire her teammates 
with her enthusiasm, fantastic skills & antics! Poppy has 
proven to be a great defensive player, with some spec-
tacular saves. Her skills with the ball have continued to 
improve. Gabriella is a great team player, always on the 
go chasing the ball. Her return from holidays with braids 
made her a standout on the field and gave her the edge! 
Sophie has improved greatly throughout the season. 
With it all coming together in the last few weeks prov-
ing to be a very valuable attacking player on the field! 
Georgia has also shown a massive improvement in her 
first season of soccer. Her persistence & attacking skills 
paid off with some impressive goals! Zahli in her second 
season continued to entertain the crowd with her goals 
& exciting near misses! Her headband has been a con-
stant feature & definitely a good luck charm attributing 
to her successful season! Zoe's passioniate approach to 
her first season has seen her skills improve greatly! Zoe 
is always happy, with a contagious smile that lights up 
the field & dazzles the opposition giving her team the 
edge! Congratulations and thankyou girls for an excit-
ing year. We are looking forward to a fantastic and fun 
soccer season in 2016! 

W7B2 BACK ROW L-R:  Katarina Blattman (Manager),  
Reagan Grimley (Coach)

FRONT ROW:  Sophie Woodrow, Poppy Meagher, Zahli 
Blattman, Zoe McDonagh, Freya Earle, Georgia 
Grimley

ABSENT:  Gabriella Casetta
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What an amazing bunch of boys in 7C this year. 
each with their own unique skill sets that 
came together each week to produce some 

beautiful soccer.

Only two defeats this season which saw the teams 
sense of success and mate-ship improve week on week. 
the support of the club, parents and siblings was 
outstanding and their assistance with training and 
teaching the finer points of the game was well 
appreciated.

to see the boys develop so swiftly in such a short 
time has been enjoyable, tom Oliver and Lenny 
Opai tackling like there's no tomorrow, Archie Fraser 
and Niko O'Flynn dribbling like pros and giving our 
opponents what for and the brilliance of Harrison 
Kane & Wilson toman when striking the ball. 
there were times when I was certain our boys 
were much older than 7 but once the final 
whistle was blown they would return to their 
mischievous selves and all would be back to normal. 
the boys from 7C will be the ones to watch, 
the Seagulls and Socceroos of the future. 
See you next year...

It's been a great season by 7D1's with the boys 
winning more games than they lost. It has a pleasure 
to see the improvement of whole team in their basic 

skills as well as their teamwork. they competed hard 
each game but most of all they have had fun and 
enjoyed their season. thanks to all of the parents who 
have helped out during the year and great work to Ben, 
Dion, James, Jackson, Nick and Rowan. Keep up the 
good work.

7C

7D

BACK ROW L-R:   Doug Opai (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Wilson Toman, Tom Oliver, Leonard Opai, Nickolas 

O’Flynn, Harrison Kane, Archie Fraser
ABSENT: Rayna Toman (Manager)

BACK ROW:     Michael  McGaulley (Manager), Faye Psyhogios 
(Coach)

ROW L-R:  Dion  Psyhogios, James McGaulley, Benjamin  
Lacey-Jessep, Rowan Casey, Nicholas Aivaliotis, 
Jackson Wyne
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A      nother great season for the mighty 7D2 boys. 
Having started the season as the 7F’s the boys 
caught the eye of Ange Postecoglous talent 

scouts and were promptly promoted to the D2’s. D’s or 
F’s some things never change and enthusiasm is one 
of them. every member of the team wants to be first 
on the field and nobody is ever keen for a rest! these 
kids would give the energizer bunny the run around! 
It has been awesome to watch the boys consoli-
date on their skills from last year.  Passing, open 
space, use the left foot and the all important DON’t 
tACKLe YOUR OWN PLAYeR were the foundations 
of a fun filled season. training was always the high-
light of the week for all of us though. Our weekly 
kids v parents game to round off a training ses-
sion uncovered hidden talents on both teams and 
were at times contested harder than the weekends!  
We are all looking forward to another great 
season next year and the boys are itching to 
get on the bigger field (and to play keeper). 
All in all a great bunch of kids and equally 
great bunch of parents. thanks to everyone in-
volved for all their help and encouragement. 
Coach"

Well this season seems to have just flown by. 
the competition has definitely stepped up 
a notch from U6’s but our boys have risen 

to the challenge and really improved on their passing 
skills and control of the ball since last year. We had two 
new boys join our team this year James and Matias and 
what amazing talent they brought with them. Matias 
has become well known in our team for his “amazing 
boot”, in one game alone he managed to score all 4 
goals and he can attack too! James is our wise man of 
the team and can read the game beautifully and can 
follow Coach Nick’s instructions to the letter. Charlie is 
still our determined little goal kicker, when he gets that 
ball he just heads for a goal. Oliver loves to chase that 
ball and is not afraid to go after it. He also loves a good 
sideline kick in. Oscar has probably been our most im-
proved player this year, as initially he would hold back 
and wait for the ball now he goes after it and runs his 
heart out. We love watching the delight on Oscar’s face 
when he scores a goal. ethan has found “Ronaldo” on 
You tube and has since tried to do a new move every 
week. Rhys is our team’s quiet achiever, he doesn’t say 
much but when he gets on that field he slides, he ducks 
and he has saved so many goals that we definitely have 
a goal keeper in the making. But most of all it’s been an-
other wonderful season of friendship, fun and laughs. 
A big shout out to our wonderful team of supportive 
parents. Bring on next season, we can’t wait!!!!

7E

7G1

BACK ROW L-R:  Matt Lennox (Coach), Nicola Degnan (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Lachlan Pontey, Jack Lennox, Charlie Degnan, Elliot 

Richards, Aiden Thomas
ABSENT:  Billy Williams

BACK ROW L-R:  Nicholas Dyer (Coach), Felicity Dyer (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Rhys Johnston, Ethan Dyer, Matias Huumonen,  

Charlie Silcock, James Lamb, Oliver Herbert, Oscar 
Burrell  
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What another amazing and successful sea-
son for the boys this year. All returning 
from last year Fergus, Marcus, Joshua, Wil-

liam, Samuel, Lennox and Asher were ready and rar-
ing to play, along with our newest recruit Logan.  
throughout the season the boys won majority of 
games, showing great determination and relentless 
defence whilst scoring countless goals each and every 
week. the boys gave their all with lots of energy and 
enthusiasm, impressive teamwork and ball skills and 
most of all having loads of fun, always leaving the 
field with a smile and always wanting to play more.  
thanks to Coach Steve for all his hard work and com-
mitment, as well as his constant reminder from the 
sideline for the boys to kick the ball “UP tHe LINe” 
during play. thanks also to all the parents for their 
support and encouragement throughout the season.  
Can’t wait till next year!!!

Season 2015 brought about a new team, which 
saw many new friendships forged. Whilst the sea-
son saw plenty of cheers, it certainly wasn't with-

out its share of tears...especially when the going got 
tough or it meant a rest to give others a run. For some 
boys, those 4 or 5 minutes on the sideline seemed like 
an eternity, which clearly demonstrates their level of 
enthusiasm to play their part. Lincoln was unbeatable 
as our last line of defence, and combined with the at-
tacking prowess of both Daniel and our pocket rocket 
superstar Jarrah (in only his first ever season), who were 
both relentless in their pursuit of goal. Our all-rounders 
Luca, Darcy,Riley & Christian also showed great com-
mitment & determination to get amongst the action. 
From our very first training run the boys improved both 
in ability and confidence as the season went on. I'm 
sure I speak on behalf of all the parents when I say they 
can all be proud of their efforts. Ultimately the kids had 
fun and each showed their competitive streak which 
resulted in an almost unblemished record throughout 
the year. A big thanks to our manager Sue for her as-
sistance, as well as to the other mums and dads who 
did their bit each week, be it time keeper, fill in coach 
or bringing the oranges. thank you 7H1 for a memo-
rable season. It was an absolute pleasure to be associ-
ated with such great bunch of people (both players and 
their families). Bring on season 2016!

7G2

7H1

BACK ROW L-R: Steve Day (Coach), Fergus McKenzie-Slaven,   
Marcus Barsoom, Logan Reeves, Belinda  
Barsoom (Manager) 

FRONT ROW: William Day, Asher Maunz, Lennox Southwell,  
Semuel Oliver, Joshua Casaceli

BACK ROW L-R: John Cuciti (Coach), Christian Cuciti, Lincoln  
Blatchford, Daniel Cuciti, Sue Bensch (Manager) 

FRONT ROW: Darcy Cunningham, Riley Bensch, Luca Campbell, 
Jarah Howland
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7I1 BACK ROW L-R:  Alex Martinez (Assist. Coach), Mike Garnham 
(Coach), Keri Turuwhenua (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Harry Garnham, Jackson Smith, Sol Martinez,  
Cooper Turuwhenua-Hyland, Daniel Simpson

7H2 BACK ROW L-R:  Kelvin Solari (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Adam Attard, Cushia Kelly-Parnell, Harry Schwarzer,   

 Beau Griggs, Timothy Guy, Marcus Keyes 
ABSENT:  John Schwarzer (Manager)   
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A fter a slow start to the season with the boys 
getting to know each other we gradually saw a 
great improvement in skill and team work. some 

spectacular goals and strong defence saw the team 
only lose two games all season as the boys developed 
a real understanding of positions and the ability to pass 
the ball. a pleasure to coach and a great group of boys 
made this season memorable. Well done.

7I2

8A

BACK ROW L-R:  Lee Murrey (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Lucas Bradburry, Joshua Murrey,  

 Caleb McConnell,   
ABSENT:  Harry Evans, Mike Evans (Manager)  

BACK ROW L-R: Fiona Stonestreet (Manager), Hugo Cox, William 
Taylor, Noah Pernic, Benjamin Keogh,  
Dan Cox (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Jack Thomson, Fletcher Bagley, Joel Cornock, Aidan 
Stonestreet, Anthony Knowles,    

ABSENT: Kalani Rowley   
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We started off with a group of kids, some who 
had played together last year and some who 
did not. the first few weeks were the same 

as the other years, kids simply running like crazy and 
ignoring everything that was coached at training. Af-
ter a few games the boys started to fall into their own 
loosely played positions, and from there ‘we’ (mainly 
Malcolm) started training with positions. As the weeks 
went on the boys combined well and began to under-
stand why their positions were important. each week 
the boys put in all they had, and tried their best to 
play where they were asked to. they even managed 
to make it through the clumsy goalie change overs 
we implemented. By the second half of the year the 
boys played some real good soccer and it showed 
in how much they enjoyed the games each week. 
I’d like to thank Lisa for all of her Manager help and 
sideline control, Malcolm for taking training most 
Wed’s due to the time slot and to all parents for helping 
out and coming on game days and cheering our boys 
along. Most of all I’d like to thank each of our players 
for trying their hardest each week, for growing dur-
ing the season into great little soccer players and into 
a team who played every week with respect for their 
opposition, officials and of course their team mates. 
Cheers every one, Glen.

2015 Was a great year for the girls. We moved up to 
the larger size field this year which suited their natural 
game! With largely an unchanged side except for 2 
welcome new players in Annabelle and Kirrilly the girls 
really put it together growing in confidence and ability 
with each game.

Darcy became the aggressive striker up front along 
with tegan weaving her magic and Sienna hard to stop 
in open play. the midfielders were also strong with 
Annabelle, Holly, Matilda and Kirra all great performers. 
At the back we had tali and Kirrilly sweeping in defence 
and providing great clearing kicks as needed.

Goalkeeping was not high on the girls list but they 
all had a go and did a great job with many fine saves. 
New friendships were made and existing ones strength-
ened bring on next year!

8B

W8B

BACK ROW L-R: Lisa Cameron (Manager), Sebastian Mirarchi, Milan 
Toman, Jake Shearer, Benjamin Layton,  
Glen Langford (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Hugh Langford, Harry Lyall Carter, Jarvis Morton, Liam 
Cameron, Hamish Magill, Alexander Reichstadter 

ABSENT: Harry Kathestides

BACK ROW L-R: Justin Gallagher (Coach), Annabelle Zuvela, 
Darcy Smith, Sienna Butcher

FRONT ROW: Matilda Gallagher, Tali Sandher, Kirra Tyler,  
Kirrilly Chin, Holly Emms, Tegan Boyce 

ABSENT: Matt  Sandher (Manager)
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A fantastic year from our 8C team! they should 
feel so proud of all the effort required to play the 
larger field - with throw ins, corners and goal-

keeping also in the mix. It was a real pleasure seeing 
them develop as a team. the 2nd half of the season 
saw the boys' positional play improve and their passing 
skills became better with each game. the boys worked 
out their own team cheer which they then sang with 
great delight and energy before each game! each play-
er showed their skill in their own way. taj again was our 
leading goal scorer this year and had some great runs 
to goal. Lachlan and Hamish were our other players 
that enjoyed playing up front. Archie, Will and Ben were 
great midfield players and showed wonderful courage 
and forward momentum. Charlie became our main 
defender and provided a solid defence. Liam showed 
a calm ability during his turns in the goals over the sea-
son. Jonah was a real powerhouse and proved to have 
a solid foot in tackles. Riley was a strong player and 
could be relied on in both attack and defense. Marley 
was our little pocket rocket. Small in stature but with 
enormous energy and spirit. A big thanks to Daren for 
being an amazing coach again this year. And, of course, 
thanks to all the parents and grandparents for ensur-
ing your sons came to training and matches each week 
and for providing a really positive and encouraging at-
mosphere for the boys to work within. A great effort all 
round. Hope to see you all next year, regards Stephen.

8C

8F

BACK ROW L-R: Daren Draganic (Coach), Hamish Draganic, Benjamin 
Schofield, Charlie Parkes, Archie Farrugia

FRONT ROW: Marley Scott, Jonah Smith, Will Clancy, Tay Wardle, 
Lachlan Manson, Liam Parker

ABSENT: Stephen Parker (Manager), Riley Walker

BACK ROW L-R: Johnny Barnes (Coach), Brady Philipson, Andrew 
Ruhle, Sebastian Barnes, Max Cleland, Louise  
Lancaster (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Samuel Karim, Beau Cawthorn, Bailey Murray, 
Hayden Taylor, Zaine Chebbo, Atticus Lancaster
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Congratulations team 8G!  What an awesome sea-
son we have all had.  As parents we are impressed 
each and every week by your determination 

to improving as individuals and as a team.  Your hard 
work and determination has made us all very proud.  
A big thank you to Coach Shane, we are forever grate-
ful for your endless patients and amazing teaching 
skills.  Another big thank you to Robin, who has happily 
stepped in and taken our team on several game days. 
they have gained everything and lost nothing.  Our 
team has it all!  We have a wonderful happy fun loving 
bunch of boys.  Parents and families that support their 
children and the team as a whole.  We won’t miss the 
early cold mornings, but we will miss our soccer fami-
lies! Amazing season team! Looking forward to next 
year!  

It's 7:45am in the morning, with a heavy dew on the  
Oval. the boys from 8H3 slowly arrive at the field, 
Jackson, Hunter G, Jack, Sean, Geordie, Jamie, CJ, 

Hunter C and Kyran. the boys are full off spirit and ea-
ger to play.

this is a typical morning for the team, with new friend-
ships forged on the field at the start off the season and 
the season before, they await to do battle against the 
opposition. Win, lose or draw the team gave everything 
for each other.

every game was a new challenge, testing their skills 
and courage. As the full time whistle blows and the 
congratulatory hand shakes shared, the boys huddle 
once more, eager to learn who won the man of the 
match award.

In my eyes they are all winners, and they have been a 
pleasure to coach.

Well Done Boy's.

8G BACK ROW L-R: Shane Hardcastle (Coach), Bailey Miller, Luke Savage, 
Blake Poland, Raelene Stone (Manager) 

FRONT ROW: Rhys Barron, Jordan Stone, William Hardcastle, Jesse 
Turnbull, Cadel Wilkinson

ABSENT: Jaden Babic

8H BACK ROW L-R: Christopher Hilford, Hunter Coffey, Jamie Tree, Kim 
Gair (Manager)

FRONT ROW: George Winter, Jack Leighton, Sean Reynolds, Kyran 
Loupis, Hunter Gair

ABSENT: Graham Braiden (Coach), Jackson Braiden
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We started the season as the U8I1 and finished 
the season as the U8H1. With everyone new to 
the under 8’s and some being new to soccer 

there were new rules to learn and skills to improve. 

the boys tried hard and despite being often outnum-
bered by the opposition managed to finish the season 
with more wins than losses. 

the highlight of training was the parents versus kids 
games. Many thanks to all those involved and the 
supporters who came along to watch the games.  
Great season boys and hope to see by back on 2016.

8I1

8I2

BACK ROW L-R: Brendan Cantlon (Coach)
FRONT ROW: Xander Mahikas, Lachlan Dietmann, Jett Souvleris, 

Korah Lee, Anthony Cantlon
ABSENT: Brayden Hill, Cavalli Niu, William Welsh

BACK ROW L-R: Winston Garnham, Preston Ventrice, Hayden Marshall
FRONT ROW: John Theodosiou, Ben Lister, Chris Kadi, Max Baumhof, 

Julian Puckeridge, James Theodosiou
ABSENT: Joshua Crowe, Christine Kadi (Manager),  

Loukis Theodosiou (Coach)
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All in all a successful and rewarding year for 
the boys, only losing a handful of games 
while enjoying their football and learning 

new skills.  As for the team, Jacob continued to be 
a rock in defence with an uncanny ability to time 
his tackles to perfection. Importantly, his skills with 
the ball also improved during the year. Will, our 
other key defender also provided plenty of aggres-
sion on the field, who on his day was unstoppable.  
Aiden continued to be dominant in the centre of the 
park, and generally stepped up for the big games, with 
matches against Lilli Pilli and Gymea standing out in 
particular. Garvan and Luke spent most of the year 
out wide and showed some great skills on occasions, 
and represent 2 kids who will relish the bigger fields 
next year where they can use their skills more fully.   
Peter and Darcy were the energiser bunnies of the 
team, perhaps best known for their tenacity and de-
termination and who could always be relied upon 
to do what was asked of them. Cameron spent 
most of the season up front. Providing a strong 
physical presence, he had a solid year scoring some 
cracker’s, while also blowing a few sitters as well.  
Well done boys on a great year from which to build 
on going forward. thanks to Marty for coaching once 
again and making both the games and training enjoy-
able, and also to the parents and grandparents who 
braved a few very cold mornings to cheer the boys on. 
See you all next year.

9A

9B

BACK ROW L-R: Martin Fielder (Coach), William Singline, Cameron 
Mackenzie, Aiden Fielder

FRONT ROW: Luke Fantov, Darcy Johnson, Garvyn Kendrigan, 
Jacob Palmer, Peter Verbic

ABSENT: Grant Mackenzie (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R: Elise McKillop (Manager), Tyler Manning, Samuel 
Gardiner, Stephen Agostino

FRONT ROW: Karlos Arrogante, Jesse Garabedian, Lachlan Clark, 
Lucas McKillop,   

ABSENT:  Joshua Correia, Samuel Niumataiwalu, Andrew 
Gardiner(Coach)
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It was a tough start to the season for our girls. Starting off 
the year as the W9A/1’s the competition was strong and 
fierce. the girls tried their hardest and fought every week 

never giving up, however the competition was just too 
strong. After requesting to be regraded, the girls became 
the W9B/1’s and this was the turning point for the girls. they 
started to find their feet and were so excited for their first win 
of the season. As the weeks went on the girls became more 
confident, playing better and better each week. Settling 
into their positions with ease, Meagan assumed our forward 
position always ready in position and determined to score, 
whilst Georgia, Rome, Anna, Scarlett and Isha formed our 
midfield showing great determination with their fearless 
attacking. Chloe, Grace, Katherine and Cydney were tireless 
with their rock solid defence and Zoe became our resident 
goalkeeper saving some great goals throughout the season!! 
As the season neared the end the girls became a team to be 
reckoned with, definitely ending the season on a high. Well 
done to all the girls for their great sportsmanship and en-
thusiasm throughout the season. thanks to Coach Steve for 
all his hard work and commitment, as well as his constant 
reminder from the sideline for the girls to “CROSS” the ball 
during play. thanks also to all the parents for their support 
and encouragement throughout the season. Can’t wait till 
next year!!!

W9A1 BACK ROW L-R: Steve Day (Coach), Anna Wilkinson, Megan 
Bright, Scarlet Monk, Cydney Sadler, Belinda 
Barsoom (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Georgia Day, Katherine Imlay, Zoe Barsoom, 
Chloe Schwarzi, Grace Parmeter, Rome 
Southwell, Isha McKinley

Another great year for the girls. All the girls 
have really improved again this year and are 
starting to understand all the positions. A 

delight to manage and special thanks to our trainer 
Gary who was available during the week to help 
train the girls and leave game day to Chris. thanks 
to all the mums, dads, and grandparents for com-
ing along during those chilly winter mornings and 
cheering the girls on.

W9A2 BACK ROW L-R: Sara Hill (Manager), Charlotte Rowe-Johnson, 
Kiara Faddy, Olivia Styles, Piper Blair,  
Gary Forrester (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Bianca Feros, Cobe Haggarty, Steffie Forrester, 
Lily Hill, Isabella Collins, Sophia Lennox
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What a fun season from our 9WB2! All girls 
improved out of sight! Leila and Olivia did 
great in goalie and happily volunteered 

and were clearly comfortable in goals.  While Amei-
ra, ella, Brielle and Lara loved being forwards.  Ava-
lon, emily, Pippi and Chloe mixed mids and backs. 
All the girls thoroughly enjoyed their season! their 
coach Craig did a brilliant job in ensuring all girls 
played all positions and loved their training sessions. 
It was such a thrill watching the girls play, improve and 
love their soccer! I hope all girls will return next year for 
another great season in 2016!

The coaches and manager want to congratulate 
the boys on a great season in 2015. All boys 
displayed a great attitude towards training, 

continually striving to improve their individual skills and 
teamwork. they worked hard, had fun and celebrated 
many successes as a team. A very strong win loss record 
for the season was the pleasing end result. We were 
particularly competitive against the strongest teams 
in the competition. A 1- nil loss to the competition 
heavyweights Miranda was a real highlight. In a 
game that really could have gone either way, they 
boys played with inspiring grit and determination. 
Once again, congratulations on a great year boys. It’s 
been a pleasure. 

Mike, Alex and tom (Co coaches) 
emma (team Manager)

W9B

9C1

BACK ROW L-R: Paul Gersling (Coach), Matt Smieth (Manager)
FRONT ROW: Lara Fuller, Pippi Simpson, Leila Smith, Brielle 

Julian, Avalon Galea, Emily Wood, Ella Gersling
ABSENT: Chloe Sale, Olivia Casetta, Amiera Field, Carly 

Gersling (Manager), Craig Field (Coach)

BACK ROW L-R: Mike Danby (Coach), Cruz Martinez, Nate Clark, Kai 
Osborne, Tomas Sanchez, Alex Martinez (Coach), 
Tom Sanchez (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Emma Goodfellow (Manager), Oscar Earle, John Ken-
nedy, Isaac Danby, Lorenzo Mostardeiro, Riccardo 
Arena, William Hofmann
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Having 10 returning players from last year’s U8 
team meant that all the kids were familiar with 
each other and quickly knuckled down building 

their respective skills, winning their share of games. 
the main development focus this year was positional 
and receive and pass play. All players displayed 
improvement. Jack and Max H showing versatility 
as skilled goalkeepers as well as their field positions. 
Jonti, Lachlan and ethan expanding their skills playing 
forward and back positions. Marley playing a roving 
role scoring many of the team’s goals. tristyn and 
Brody continued their defensive enthusiasm foiling 
many opponents’ attaching raids. Max L power shots 
turning defence into attack. Oliver’s quick scoring 
bursts pleasing the cheering mums sand dads! 
Above all it was pleasing to see the fun, joy and 
friendships between all the kids, making training 
something to look forward to, particularly our last 
‘Loud’ dress up training session (see photo). thanks to 
all the parents who at times goal celebrations rivalled 
the kid’s, and the team Manager for the support and 
work, for a great fun season.

9C2

9D1 BACK ROW L-R: Lewis Lizzo (Coach), Max Lizzo, Max Harrington,  
Lachlan Johnson, Ethan Thomas

FRONT ROW: Brody Slack-Smith, Marley Howland,  
Jonti Giles-Paulse, Jack Adams, Oliver Pearson,  
Tristyn Harper 

ABSENT: Rachelle Harrington (Manager) 

BACK ROW L-R: Geof Wooley (Coach), Harvey Bishop, Alexander Pas, 
Adam Karim 

FRONT ROW: Oliver Maunz, Kyle Williams, Elias Wooley, Charlie 
Jones

ABSENT: Allie Mancini, Brooke Jones (Manager)
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What a great year 9D2 had. Not many had 
played together before but the team 
just seemed to gel straight away. We 

had a great group of boys all passionate about 
their soccer who trained hard and got results. 
We were really proud of you all, you learnt posi-
tions, played them well and had a great season! 
Our backs, Sasha, Jake and Oscar were outstand-
ing all season while Angus, Jonte, Rik and Josh 
became a well oiled striking machine, scor-
ing some fantastic individual and team goals! 
Korbin, Jack and Callum were everywhere playing 
well in all positions, stepping in wherever needed. 
thanks to our Super coaches troy and Darren 
for their passion, committment and a fun year.  
thanks to a great group of parents for com-
ing and cheering on the team each week. 
Last but not least, thank you to the awesome 
group of boys from 9D2, Cant wait until 2016. 
Go Seagulls!!!!

The 9G's again maintained most of the boys from 
previous seasons and again had another good 
year. there was a feeling of less clubs to play this 

season as we often met with the same opposition but 
the games were always challenging and rewarding. 
Game wise we had another dominant year and I can 
only recall one loss to George's River with most other 
games ending in victory except for the odd draw. 

the boys were always keen and enthusiastic to play the 
game and I personally found being involved with this 
bunch of boys again to be very rewarding and most 
importantly good fun! 

Well done boys on another good season.

9D2

9G

BACK ROW L-R: Karen Linnegar (Manager), Rik O’Leary, Sasha 
Gawne, Jonte Stark-Harris, Oscar Tarabori, Joshua 
Singleton, Darren Stark-Harris (Assist. Coach), Troy 
Linnegar (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Callum Grant, Korbin Whyte, Jake Winter, Jack Traina, 
Angus Linnegar

BACK ROW L-R: Demian Williams (Manager), Brooklin Rushton,  
Joel Cochran, Sebastian Clark, Curtis Larkin,  
Michael Wiggins (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Xander Spyridis, Lachlan Clifton, Phoenix Wiggins 
Payne, Flynn Williams, Dylan O’Brien, Ty Jennings
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9H

10A

BACK ROW L-R: Cassandra Hunnam (Coach), Coby Ward,  
Shannon Ward, Tyler Metters, Jodie Savellis 
(Coach)

FRONT ROW: Harry Macartney, Hugo Ohis, Aiden  
Savellis, Lachlan Pearce, Kealan Latham 

 

BACK ROW L-R: Mal Smith (Coach), Jordan Reynolds,  
Jackson Greck, Ollie Jacobs, Clay Smith,  
Keeran Bridges, Ian Bridges

FRONT ROW: Jesse Willkinson, Mitchell Backhouse, Joshua 
Brierly, Charlie Winney, Harry Hindle,  
Daniel Benjamin  

The team played consistently well all year and 
proved that we are one of the top teams in the 10s. 
Charlie–He was our main stay central midfielder 

and provided our forwards plenty of opportunities.  
Clay–A solid defender who controlled our defen-
sive line. tackled with great gusto, and with no fear. 
Harry–Was instrumental in many goals this year and 
gave all for his team. His corner kicks provided many 
scoring opportunities. Jackson–A big improver this 
year. Very strong on the ball and a reliable and deter-
mined defender. Jessie-Defended well and never gave 
up. Stopped many counter attacks and was unlucky 
not to score in the last game of the season! Jordan–His 
runs up and down the left channel confused the op-
position and scorched the net with his scoring ability. 
Joshua–Always looking for the ball or taking on the op-
posing players. Defends and attacks when needed with 
co n fidence. Keeran–Was sorely missed with a broken 
foot however statistics show that when Keeran was on 
the field, the team often won. A great midfielder who 
possessed good skill to beat his opposition. Ollie-A nat-
ural defender who has a strong right foot. A standout 
this year on field and in goals. Daniel-Daniel converted 
many opportunities into goals during the year. A new 
player who fitted in well. Mitchell-Another new boy 
to our team. Mitchell played well in all positions and 
found his true calling in the midfield. Managed to score 
the odd goal and was always amongst the action.

What a fantastic season the 9Hs have had.  Un-
der the coaching genius of Jodie Savellis the 
boys went from having little to no soccer 

skills, or knowledge of the game, to becoming soccer 
demons.  Jodie trained and developed the boys so that 
they began to have a true understanding of the game 
and also have an understanding of their positions.  
With this leadership the boys won the majority of their 
games and enjoyed every game and training session.   
We look forward to a great season next year.

Cassandra Hunnam (Manager)
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The girls performed admirably throughout the 
year in a very tough competition. When we had 
our full team we were unstoppable, when we 

didn't we got a lot of kick-off practice. It was great to 
see the girls continue to develop their skills throughout 
the season and really start to find their niche positions - 
watch out Matildas! thanks again to our parochial band 
of parents, grandparents and extended supporters and 
helpers that are there with the girls for every kick of the 
journey. Special mention to Catherine - our super man-
ager - for her priceless contribution once again. Well 
done team.

W10A

10C1

BACK ROW L-R: Tess Corbett, Rosie Degnan, Eva Ozolis, Alexa  
Marshall, Jade Oliver, Catherine Marshall (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Charlie Perera, Clancy Toman, Charli Neil, Tess  
Rowland, Katelyn Miller, Chloe Richards, Isabella 
Raad

ABSENT: Paul Oliver (Coach)

BACK ROW L-R: Craig Field (Coach), Dominic Ofria, Jacob 
Kaden Field, Kye Beazly, Kayne Anderson, 
Mitchell Peters, Melissa Ofria (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Jett Worsley, Sol Wilkinson, Jack Waide, Max 
Jones, Jonah Chapman, Matthew Coe,  
Giuliana Nicholas 

ABSENT: Mattias Aslund (Assist. Coach)

The U10B team has had a fantastic season with 45 
goals for and 17 against. We have kids from last 
years 9B,9C,9D,9e,9F and a few from outside the 

Seagulls club. Not many knew each other before the 
start of the season but it didn't take long for them to 
form some strong friendships and some solid combi-
nations. Our forwards Kayne, Jonah, and Jett were al-
ways hungry to score goals. Our centres Kaden, Domi-
nic, Matt, Giuliana our female star and Jack always had 
the team going forward. our backs Mitch, Kye, and Sol 
stopped many goals and Jacob and Max were both 
great in goals saving plenty and when not in goals slot-
ted perfectly into the backs. the team always wanted 
to train, and looked forward to every game and for me 
seeing them enjoying themselves that is what it is all 
about. Congratulations U10B, what a great season!
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What a great season! Competitive in all games; 
winning some, losing some and drawing 
many; but mostly learning lots and having 

fun. thanks to Matt & Pete who did a great job training 
and coaching our boys, you two are great coaches that 
value fairness and encourage everyone to have a go. 
Sasa excelled in all positions but was especially great in 
goals. Luca improved weekly and by the end of the sea-
son was solid in both defence and attack. Sam finished 
the season on fire scoring the winning goal in the dy-
ing minutes of the final game. Haydon, our teams top 
point scorer again thrilled everyone with this left foot 
kicks, he always gives 100%. Jake is a great asset to the 
team and the goal he fired into the back of the net from 
nowhere was outstanding! tom is our power house, 
from Goals to Forwards you can rely on him to get the 
job done. Joels magic footwork continues to surprise 
and thrill us all on the sidelines. Alexander is our little 
pocket rocket and scored a few great goals this season! 
Matt B scored the goal of the season at home to win in 
the dying minutes and Owen has a big kick that always 
manages to get us out of a tight spot. this is the best 
season we have seen Matt C play and when fired up is 
first to the ball and unstoppable. Cooper is very versa-
tile and great to have in the team, he had a great sea-
son and enjoyed every game with a huge smile. thanks 
to the Mums and Dads who brought the boys to train-
ing and the games and cheered them each week from 
the sidelines.

This has been a great pleasure for Brett and I to 
have coached and managed a fantastic group 
of girls who showed great passion for soccer 

this year.  It is hard to know where to start that has 
happened to the team during this season. I do believe 
that we have seen some of the girls gravitating 
towards their favoured positions on the field and 
this can only improve their skills (except for goalie!).  
their passing, the long balls through and challenging 
for the ball has improved out of sight.  Out of the 13 
games that were not washed out, we won 8!  However, 
I do think that we lost a lot of our momentum as a 
lot of training sessions were cancelled due to rain.  
the quality of the girls’ game has been commented by 
all the parents, even down to the sportsmanship shown 
by stopping and helping the opposition when they 
were injured.  While Brett and I could have singled out 
individuals, it was the whole team effort that made all 
the difference. On a sad note, we will lose Chloe (who is 
moving south) and we hope to see her in a rep side soon. 
Of course, a big thank you to all the parents who 
braved the cold, rain and the constant emails from me 
organising or changing different venues or timings.  
Wesley.

10C2

W10B1

BACK ROW L-R: Matt Roberts (Coach), Aleksandar O’Flynn, Joel 
Bates, Cooper McFadden, Thomas Cox, Matthew 
Cooke, Peter Cooke (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Alexander Martinez, Matthew Brown, Luca 
Cincotta, Samuel Lacey-Jessep, Haydon Roberts, 
Jake Andrews, Owen Riley

ABSENT: Nicole Roberts (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R: Brett Brown (Coach), Isla Anthony, Charlotte 
Eaton, Laura Andrikis, Chloe Aivaliotis, Wes 
Jones (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Jasmin Brown, Alexandra Jones, Ava McKinley, 
Indhi-Chai Sleeman, Kaya Tane, Emily Lech
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Another great season for all the girls.  this year 
we migrated to the larger field and the first few 
weeks proved tough.  As the season progressed 

the girls manged to find their place on the field and 
many of them have found their favourite position.  
Great moments were had by all and we once again en-
joyed coaching and managing the team.  Many thanks 
to a great group of parents who ensured everyone 
came to training and the games.  Well done girls hope 
you will be back next year!!

We had another great year of Soccer and we were 
lucky enough to add a few new players from 
last year, which just strengthened the team 

even more. Straight away I felt the bigger field suited the 
boys and as the season went on they got better and bet-
ter at stringing passes together and working as a team. 
Koby showed solid strength in the middle and covered a 
lot of ground each game. Adam played a pivotal role with 
Koby through the middle and helped with the structure 
in those difficult games. Luke had a fantastic season and 
played almost every position as a striker he scored a cou-
ple of great goals. Lachlans commitment to every ball 
was fantastic. If every player had his commitment, we 
would be playing premier league. Sam P (the Rock), no 
one could get past him! What a great defender he is! Max 
played well all year and never complained, if effort counts 
as a goal you scored plenty. Noah, the left footer every 
team needs! His improvement was outstanding. Sam N's 
goal keeper skills were consistently strong throughout 
the year. Great skills on the ball and with continued prac-
tice at Keeping, has a great deal of potential. tobie, the 
silent assassin says very little on the field, but when he 
switched on to the ball, no one got past him. taj's crosses 
on the right side were impressive this year and I look for-
ward to someone getting a head on them in the future. 
You boys are a pleasure to coach,  I think you had a fan-
tastic season. I just hope you learnt something along the 
way!

W10B2

10D1

BACK ROW L-R:    Wayne Schofield (Coach), Diaz Blanch, Tara  
Cordwell, Nicola Barge, Kayla Barge, Charli Hunter

FRONT ROW:        Brigitte Bell, Caitlin Schofield, Billie Powell,  
     Stephanie Head, Aimee Gougeon, Jasynta  
     Lampret

ABSENT:      Lauren Schofield (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R: Richard Beesley (Coach), Lachlan Bova, Tobie 
Smith, Adam Glowacki, Koby Hedges, Ryan Kay, 
Debbie Callanan (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Noah Molina-Budden, Luke Callanan, Sam 
Nelson, Max Degan 
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A nother great season for the boys, with the introduction 
of new players Alex, CJ and Jasper the boys all combined 
really well to play a great brand of the world game. Al-

ways willing to listen and adapt to new challenges the boys 
have been a pleasure to coach. We played some really special 
games this year but the stand out was actually a loss to Menai 
when we travelled to their home ground and showed tremen-
dous skill and courage to go down by one goal to a team that 
hadn't lost for two seasons, the fact that their coach comple-
mented our boys by saying it was the toughest game they had 
ever played showed what a great team of kids we have with 
their never say die attitude. A special thank you to Colleen our 
Manager who organises us every week and also my assistant 
for the season Alan who filled in whenever asked to help out. I 
would also like to thank all the parents who turn up every week 
and cheer rain hail or shine, special mention here to Jack & Reg-
gie for the end of season BBQ which at time of report writing 
hasn't happened but sure to be a great afternoon. Hope to see 
you all next year, Jonathan(Coach)

What a privilege to Report on this teams season.
We started the year with a playing Roster 
unchanged from last year, plus the addition 

of 2 new recruits. the boys from last year naturally fell 
into their positions-Monty, Rory, Max, Bryce all playing 
up front elijah and Noah playing midfield attacking, Jed 
and Skyy playing mid defensive with Billy, Lachlan and 
Parko in the backs. New recruits Sypros and Lewis played 
key utility roles blending into the mids and forwards.
It was pleasing that all players took on the rotated role 
of goalie without fuss. Our results were terrific, only 2 
losses during the year,losses only when the opposing 
forwards were clearly not observing the spirit of offside. 
Rather than highlight individual achievements, it was 
really the achievement of the team as a whole that needs 
to be celebrated-everyone knew where they needed 
to be on the field(most of the time) and all improved 
both as a team and individually from season start to 
end.None of our ranks would of been out of place in a 
higher grade. It was especially pleasing to watch these 
guys play the almighty titans-a real joy to watch both 
these teams battle it out, our guys making us very proud. 
I would like to take this opportunity to make special 
mention of Dan who greatly assisted in a coaching 
role and trudi who did a first class job as Manager. 
Once again boys, congratulations on another wonderful 
season.

10D2

10E

BACK ROW L-R: Jonathon O’Hara (Coach), Jesse Taylor, 
Luca Stonestreet, Alexandros Costis, 
Joshua Simpson, Jasper Wilson,  
Collen Taylor (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Zachary O’Hara, Otto Ohis, Ziggy 
Carlson, Matthew Donaghy, Kye 
Spencer, Cejay Dyble, Kyle Docking 

BACK ROW L-R: Trudi Crews (Manager), Jed Crews, Spyros Pa-
padatos, Lachlan Barley, Billy Blatchford, Rory 
Glenn, Andrew Barley (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Lewis Park, Montgomery Doab, Louis Fisher, 
Noah Cunningham, Elijah Webb, Bryce James, 
Max Goyen

ABSENT: Skyy Cavanagh
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The mighty 10F’s had a great season this year.We 
started out getting used to each other and play-
ing in position before we transitioned to playing 

with some great passing and movement across the 
field.each game was played with great passion and de-
termination and our team received great support from 
all the parents and friends.Our key backline players of 
Luke,Cooper D and Kenshi ensured that opposition 
goals were difficult to obtain and our tackling in defence 
was at times tigerish.Our midfielders of tristan,Dylan,e
lmore,Ruby,Cooper A and eli really grew as the season 
unfolded and they started to pass the ball with great 
purpose and our last game against Miranda showed 
how well they can play as a unit.Our forward line of 
Sarah,Christopher and Andrew scored some great goals 
throughout the season and really showed how clinical 
they can be in front of goal.Special thanks to Rebecca 
for managing the team and organising us throughout 
the year.We showed great improvement as a team and 
I look forward to seeing you all again for season 2016. 
Regards Matt

When you have a happy team results tend 
to take care of themselves.  So it proved 
for this wonderful group of 11 boys, each 

of whom committed to the 'one for all, all for one' 
team ethic and played their allotted role to the very 
best of their ability.  thursday night training sessions 
were like a family get-together but come Saturday 
they were all business, sweating blood for each oth-
er on the park and earning a P14 W9 D2 L3 record.  
Renzo made some great saves in goal while the de-
fensive unit of Luke, Peter, Matty and Connor was as 
tight as any in the division.   Marley, Alexei, tyler and 
ethan formed a hard-working and attack-minded 
midfield, Stevan was link-up man and chance crea-
tor while Baxter applied the killer finish up front.  
Season highlights included blanking a rampant 
Como attack and handing them their only defeat 
of the season; pinching a hard-fought win against a 
tough engadine team; and finishing 3rd in the Syl-
vania BMW Cup.  All of which was remarkable given 
that the team included one new-to-sport player 
and two others that were age-eligible for the U10s!  
thanks must go to Assistant Coach Scott Maddern, 
Manager Carla, a very supportive group of parents 
and the Kable family for supplying the best oranges 
in the Shire.  I hope all the boys will be back next 
year and I look forward to seeing them in action on 
a full-sized pitch.

10F

11A

BACK ROW L-R: Luke Brennan, Cooper Donnelly, Andrew Arena, 
Matt Brennan (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Christopher Andrews, Eli Haynes-Lovell, Sarah 
Waser, Kenshi Lopez, Cooper Airth 

ABSENT: Rebbeca Quezada (Manager), Ruby Lancaster, 
Tristan Quezada, Dylan Tree, Elmore Vidler 

BACK ROW L-R: Nick Palmer (Coach), Marley Moore, Tyler Maddern, 
Luke Takacs, Baxter Kitteringham, Peter Mavrodontidis, 
Scott Maddern (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Ethan Martin, Connor Dibben, Matthew Palmer, Renzo 
Kable, Stevan Trkulja, Alexei Nedic,  

ABSENT: Carla Grossetti (Manager)
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First of all I wanted to thank Reggie for making 
sure not only the girls, but more importantly 
the parents and me knew where we were 

meant to be and when throughout the season. It 
was a great year, and you should all be proud of the 
results that you achieved. In the end we only had 2 
defeats at the hands of Miranda and Menai, a good 
year in anyones books. each and everyone one of 
you not only improved as individuals but also as a 
team, I think this can be seen by the number of goal 
scorers we had this year compared to last - it was a 
lot more evenly spread this year with a number of 
the team getting the first of their career. Although 
goal keeping was the last thing you all wanted to 
do, you each took your turn and for that I am appre-
ciative - there maybe one or two of you with a career 
like Schwartzer in front of you. to our fullbacks Ab-
bey, Katie, Lily and tamsyn you were always hard to 
crack. Our halves Gemma, Charlotte, Arwen, Lucy, 
and emily you all started to play more as a team 
ensuring you passed, attacked and defended as 
needed (although sometimes more attacking than 
defending). to our strikers Harper, Caitlin and tiana 
who all got on the score board sometime through 
out the year well done and with bigger goals next 
year lets hope the trend continues. On top of all of 
this thanks for making it an enjoyable season (most 
of the time) for the coach - I had I lot of fun and 
we have come a long way from the under 6 side we 
started out as. See you all next year.

W11B1 

W11B2 BACK ROW L-R: Geoff Woolley (Coach), Bianca Julian, Luka 
Simpson, Ruby Pierce, Aniek Compton,  
Chelsea Nolan, Faith O’Shea,  
Andrea Fuller (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Tamsin Wooley, Mia Fuller, Ellie Callander, Isla 
Stroud, Chloe Eaton, Sophie Bray, Scarlett 
Waters 
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Afantastic year was had by all. We started the 
season as 11D's and it was noticed rather 
quickly that we had a great bunch of talent-

ed boys. We were moved up to the 11C's and con-
tinued to grow and get better as a team. the boys 
worked well together from the start. From our de-
fence to our attack, all positions of the filed were 
covered well. I can’t name any outstanding players 
as I feel every player on the field played a role in the 
team. We moved the boys around every week and 
they all excelled in whatever position they played.  
We all made new friends and every week the children 
amazed us with their good spirit and sportsmanship. 
thanks to all the supporters on the side line. We 
couldn’t’ have asked any more from you. Bring on 
2016.

The 11e1's had a very successful and enjoyable 
season in 2015. With the majority of the team 
renewing their high price contracts from the 

previous year it was then added to by some good 
buys in the January transfer window with Jesse, Lo-
gan and ethan Irwin proving they were skilful, tena-
cious and well worth their six figure transfer fees. 
the team gelled well and were eager to train and 
learn. Brayden, Alexander and Luke showed regu-
lar signs of football brilliance all year. Dominic, Will 
and toby were able to dribble past any player and 
played havoc with all the opposition goalies. ethan 
Do, Oliver, Harry and Josh were also outstanding in 
all facets of the game with rumours going around 
that Real Madrid has approached their Managers 
for next season. the season culminated with the 
Champions League Gala Day which saw our team 
win all four games without conceding a single goal. 
that meant advancing to the sudden death knock 
out World Cup finals. Although not holding loft the 
trophy the team played wonderful football. I would 
like to thank Jamie for coaching this season. Special 
thanks should also go to all the parents for their as-
sistance and support all year. Go the mighty Gullies!!

Christina Savides Manager.

11D

11E

BACK ROW L-R: Brad Graham (Coach), Finn Hyland, Kinan Bush, Peter 
Cuciti, Orlando Graham, Beau Ward,  
Rebecca Ward (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Stefano Carrer, Jack Wright, Jack Manson, Andrew 
Aguilar, Bryn Schwarzi, Brodie Rowley,  
James Lambropoulos, 

ABSENT: Peter Kathestides

BACK ROW L-R: Jamie Burnes (Coach), Ethan Do, Jesse Surridge-Bach, 
Joshua Gawne, Alexander Galea, Christina  
Savides (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Luke Laffan, Logan Charlton, Brayden Grant, William 
Calvert, Oliver Savides, Dominic Burnes

ABSENT: Toby Allen, Harry Mahikas
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It is difficult to describe a season in which we were 
minor premiers, won 13 games and only lost one 
during the home and away season (scoring 58 great 

goals and conceding only 8), and made the 3rd round 
of the State Cup as an unsuccessful one, but sadly that 
is the case.  For the second year running we failed to 
bring our best to the big games and lost the semi final 
and final.  I know i learned a lot of things from these 
two games (as a coach and parent) and honestly hope 
each boy and their parents did likewise. Being beaten 
by these two sides is certainly no disgrace - however 
we failed to match their level of intensity and even 
teamwork when the pressure was on. In saying all of 
that, there were many positives during the year - the 
main one being the additional effort each of the boys 
put in with Coach Rob pre-season and on Friday nights 
to hone their skills and take them to the next level. 
thanks Rob.  thanks also to Penny, Larry and Scott for 
helping out during the season, making my job easier. 
In the words of the Lilli Pilli coach - we are a formidable 
team - lets demonstrate that in Champion of Champi-
ons and play to the best of our ability and enjoy this 
great game with no pressure!  thanks boys - tuesdays 
and Saturdays were my favourite days of the week.  
Coach Craig

11F

12A

BACK ROW L-R: Alf Holmes (Coach), Jack McCreery, Benjamin Hof-
mann, Zane Andersen, Jarvis Cole, Urban Verbic, 
Charlie Shelley, Isaac Molina (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Elijah Molina-Budden, Jake Birdsall, Hayden Casey, 
Decian Ruhle, Callan Scott, Benito Barbera

ABSENT: Cirelle Ruxton (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R: Penny Cassidy (Manager), Joel Cassidy, Reid Jones,  
Louis Williams, Bailey Chapman, Alexander Palmer, 
Craig Mackenzie (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Thomas Nicholas, Justin Cruz-Ford, Luke Inglis, 
Vaughan Mackenzie, Liam Jones, Oliver Clark

ABSENT: Oscar Waser, Sean Woods, Benjamin Hickey
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12B

W12B 12C

BACK ROW L-R: Kye Fowler, Angus Cunningham, Ace Haslam, 
Max Cooper, Jack Kennedy, Shea McKenzie 
and James Marks

FRONT ROW: Luka Krstic, Eligh Smith, Finley Moore, Louie 
Briggs, William Coe and David Nui

BACK ROW L-R: Steve Day (Coach), Scarlett Mandich,  
McKenzie Reeves, Eliane Toman, Milla O’Flynn, 
Annabelle Harrington, Alyssa Johnson, 
Ashleigh Head, Richard Andrikis (Assist. Coach), 
Rachelle Harrington (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Grace Marks, Jeorgie Brown, Paige Fleming, 
Alexia Day, Kendra Blattman, Sarah-Bronte  
Andrikis, Shana Crowe, Celeste Anchique, 
Amelia O’Brien

BACK ROW L-R: Jimmy Turnbull (Coach), James Beer, 
Kyran Bishop, Jake Montgomery, Rhys 
Hausler, Ryan Melia, Kane Herbert

FRONT ROW: Cameron Turnbull, Ashton Draganic,  
Leo Boualibane, Marcus Zovic, William 
Ludmon, Max Nelson, Zachary Farrugia,  
Benjamin Lomas

The mighty 12Bs had an outstanding 2015 season. 
they bonded, played with commendable sports-
manship and had a lot of fun. they were also suc-

cessful on the scoreboard, finishing a close 2nd on the 
ladder and making it all the way to the Final. every play-
er on the team had unique talents and strengths. Ace, 
the Speedster, chased down breakaway attacks. David, 
Most Improved, 4 goals in attack and helped at the 
back. eligh, Captain Courageous, a fearless team warrior. 
Finley, Mr Fitness, put his body on the line for the team. 
Jack, Players' Player, dazzled with the ball and shot 9 
goals. James, Fair Play Award, goalkeepers best friend. 
Kye, Superhero, saved the team from right back. 
Louie, teamwork Award, was tireless in mids, 6 goals.
Luka, Golden Boot, picked up 10 goals, mighty effort.
Max, Awareness and Vision, kept wide options open.
Shea, the Playmaker, 9 goals and set up plenty more. 
Will, Golden Gloves, courageous saves and 8 goals. 
Our formula was ‘passing, positions and passion’ under-
pinned by fitness and teamwork. All the parents got right 
behind the boys and highlights were loudly celebrated. 
throughout the season different players would step 
up. Angus helped choose the weekly award winners 
and showed great support at every game he could. 
the boys started as a group of individuals and finished 
as a tight knit team sharing the highs and lows of a close-
ly fought final series.
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End of Year Report: 12Ds CONGRA tULAtIONS 
BOYS!!!! Not only did we have a huge amount of 
fun, met heaps of new friends and played fair we 

also had a great time.Our boys showed what it means 
to play a game and keep getting better and better at 
it. they never ever complained, always turned up at 
training and warm ups and games early, and pestered 
their parents to be on time too! Some of our injured 
even came to watch the game when they couldnt play! 
they listened to the coach and the manager, stayed 
in position and kept their hands to themselves at 
all times on the field. When it was our turn to play 
the titans, they showed that they indeed are grow-
ing into responsible and thoughtful young men. 
I am proud to be involved with this team, and would 
again in a heart beat. We won this year as far as myself and 
the coach is concerned as we had a great season, and by 
the end of it the boys didn’t even want to come off the 
ground. their all winners in our eyes, good on you 12Ds! 
the Coach Adrian trevallion, and the Manager Jo 
Zaglas.

Grand finalists three seasons on the trot! 
Never say die attitude! the team to beat! 
Yes I'm taking about the mighty W13A's. 

2015 saw the girls sit at the top of the table all sea-
son, eventually taking the minor premiership with 
13 wins, 2 draws and most importantly 0 losses.  
the W13A's scored 45 goals and only conceded 7 all 
season. It was the last of the seven that proved to be 
the heart breaker, as we went down 1-0 in the Grand 
Final to Gymea. there's nothing worse then being 
the favourite in a country where underdog status is 
etched into the national psyche. that said, runner up 
is a result to be proud of girls, well done. throughout 
the competition the girls dominated play, held pos-
session and scored goals with furness.every match 
was played in good spirit and always ended with 
a rousing three cheers for our opposition. Reach-
ing round 3 in the State Cup was a season highlight. 
We welcomed some new players to the team this year, 
all of whom slotted into the group perfectly, with our 
old hands making them feel as though they'd been 
with us from the start. Special shout out goes to the 
coaching staff, Jonathon and John, our water girl Ame-
lia and to our wonderful manager Vicki. thanks also to 
Cronulla RSL who kindly allowed us to train at Solander. 
enjoy the off season, looking forward to doing it all 
over again next year! 

Cheers, Damian Assistant Coach

12D BACK ROW L-R: Adrian Trevallion (Coach), Jake Zaglas, Nicholas 
Kasavetis, Isaac Gillan, Nye Rowland, Michael  
Longhurst, Jo Zaglas (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Emmanuel Loupis, James Trevallion, Kauan Teixeira 
Kikko, Luke Hails, Jeddah Tselepi, Jay Ibbotson, Kai 
Moylan

ABSENT: Thomas Longhurst, Christopher Townsend, Nicholas 
Townsend

W13A BACK ROW L-R: Jonatan O’Hara (Coach), Mia Marvin, Harriet 
Hurst, Ruby Johnstone, Matilda Woods, Ava 
Orman, Gemma Thornely, Shardae Spencer, 
Demian Hurst (Assist. Coach), John Orman 
(Assist. Coach), 

FRONT ROW: Georgina Fardoulis, Harper Sidney, Charlotte 
Gallagher, Alexandra Raatz, Summer 
Halliwell-Quin, Rorie O’Hara, Allegra 
Candiago

ABSENT: Vicki Orman (Manager)
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13B

W13B

BACK ROW L-R: Jeff Galea (Coach), Ronan Mauro, Alex Aguilar,  
Timothy McEwan, Connor Polias, Kye Brown,  
Jeff Micaleff (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Mitchell Smith, Lachlan Sheridan, Lachlan Ward, Joshua 
Micaleff, Aaron Wilson, Nicholas Galea, Archie Taylor, 
Dimitri Hondronikolas

First I wanted to thank our coach for doing 
a crakin job this year and ensuring that 
each of our girls really improved on where 

they started.to the parents that turned up each 
week, thanks for your support even if one or two 
of you may have got over excited.to the girls, 
congratulations on a fun and enjoyable year. 
Regardless of the result, each and everyone of 
you made sure the experience was fantastic.the 
improvement that you showed throughout the 
year was something you all should be proud of 
- from winning only one game in the first round 
to losing only one in the second. I did not really 
want to call out any individual's for the perfor-
mance alone - everyone of you ended the sea-
son better players than you started.there are 
a few memorable moments though: Rachelle 
calling the twins their numbers until round 6 
because she could not tell them apart. the joy 
of finally winning after 12 games without one 
against Lilli Pilli - although it was 1-0 it was like 
winning the World Cup. Abbey and Prue both 
scoring goals from half way - sorry Prue I think 
Abbey's was further. Our drawn result against 
engadine in the second round after they beat 
us 7-0 in the first by far our biggest effort, then 
backing that up again in the last game of the 
year. Micky's goal against Loftus when she 
skinned 6 players was probably the goal of the 
year, although Abbey may argue. Finally Celeste 
rocking up to training and having to wear my 
board shorts as she forgot that particular part 
of her attire.

Well, what a session! One of the tight-
est competitions I have been involved 
in for many years. this team was a 

mixture of previous B and C grade players and 
they immediately bonded together from day 
one. Once we were half way through the comp, 
I could see that we had a chance to be in the 
top four. We stepped up our training to two 
nights each week and all players committed 
to this extra training and the results paid off 
with them claiming Premiership Winners. they 
played the grand final with passion and com-
mitment on what was a hot and intense game.  
Special thanks to Jeff Micallef our team man-
ager for his dedication in keeping our team 
fully informed and for the half time fruit platters. 
thank you to all the parents, grandparents and 
siblings for their passion and sideline support. 
to all the players, congratulations, you deserved 
the tital of Premiership winners. It has been a 
very rewarding honour to have trained a team 
of well- behaved and enthusiastic players. I look 
forward to next year and hope you all return to 
Seagulls.Bring on 2016!!!

Coach: Jeff Galea

Premiers
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The 2015 13Ds started as a group of young 
boys who didn’t know each other, some new 
to football and a bit rough with their skills. 

they quickly developed into a cohesive unit and 
the skill levels improved as a result of their dedica-
tion to training, always early and stayed behind.  
the team only suffered 3 losses during the season, 2 
the premiers. On many occasions the mighty 13Ds 
came from behind win, a tribute to their fighting spirit. 
Callan & Keegan were brilliant in both their goalkeeping 
and outfield roles. Danny & Alex were strong in central 
defence as well as some spectacular long range shots. 
Kane played brilliantly in both the backs and mid. Like-
wise Ben was strong at right back and when required 
further up the park.  Brock improved greatly over the 
season and had a blinder in the GF. tom put his stamp 
on the left midfield spot putting in some great crosses 
and was determined in defence. Jayden was fearless 
at centre mid and was always the loudest voice on the 
field earning him captaincy. Finn was always involved 
and made some great runs. Adam’s skill also improved 
and also cemented RM role. Zach did everything asked 
of a striker and finished some great goals including 2 in 
the GF. Josh displayed his talent in midfield and striker 
and his unselfish team approach assisted throughout 
out the season. the 13Ds finished the season as a group 
of fine young men and great mates. It was our privi-
lege to work with them and we look forward to 2016. 
Ruben and Peter

Well it was a wonderful year of soccer for all our 
players. the team had a very enjoyable year 
with some good wins. All players improved 

throughout the year and displayed a terrific team spirit. 
this was especially evident in the attendance at train-
ing each week, with all players eager to learn new skills. 
Our main Keeper during the year was Cooper who put 
his hand up for an always difficult task and made great 
saves with quite a few clean sheets thrown in. Our backs 
were solid all year with Lawson, tim and Beau forming a 
wall that was always difficult for the opposition to break-
down. Our midfielders were tireless as the engine room 
of the team. Dominic, Kane, Connor, Oliver and Joel 
shown great  skills in passing, dribbling and team spirit. 
Our forwards were full of running and finished our 
teamwork with great goals. Daniel, Jimmy, Josh 
and Sam possess great football qualities. I thor-
oughly enjoyed my season of coaching and would 
like to particularly thank Paul Roach, our manager, 
Bill Butterfield and Sebastian Arena for their sup-
port throughout the season. You should be im-
mensely proud of your boys, who were a joy to coach. 
Also a big thanks to my wife Christina for the extra priz-
es/incentives she initiated and her support during the 
season. thank you also to the Seagulls Club and those 
people who volunteer their time to make a well-run 
Club. I am very proud to have been playing and now 
coaching for 37 years for the best club in the shire.

13C

13D

BACK ROW L-R: Paul Roach (Manager), Beau Gougeon, Jimmy Bray, 
Sam Hardcastle, Kane Butterfield, Connor Crowe, 
Phillip Savides(Coach)

FRONT ROW: Dominic Evans, Cooper Savides, Daniel Arena, Oliver 
Roach, Joel Corbett, Tim Witherden

ABSENT: Lawson Mahoney, Joshua Robinson

BACK ROW L-R: Peter Wyer (Manager), Brock Haslam, Alex Psaltis, 
Ben Zasadzki, Denny Psaltis, Adam Awali, Ruben 
Lewis (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Jayden Aitken, Zachariah Lewis, Thomas Wyer, 
Callan Hyland, Joshua Camillieri, Keegan Hanslow, 
Kane Black

ABSENT: Finn Jackson 
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With a great bunch of boys we started the year 
in the 14Bs. With some less than impressive 
scoreboard results we were regraded to the 

14Cs. We did really well in this grade, even making 
the Grand Final. the semi final was a great game and 
Andrew scored the goal of the season 5 seconds be-
fore the full time whistle. We had a number of games 
against arch rival Gwawley Bay which could have been 
a Grand Final match on each occasion - exciting nailbit-
ing matches!. We won twice and then they won twice. 
Unfortunately the second time they beat us was the 
grand final. Regardless of the results, the boys always 
played with great sportsmanship and integrity. they 
all became great friends and was great to see them all 
really enjoying their football. Well done on a great sea-
son.

14A

14C1

BACK ROW L-R: Brooke Dibben (Manager), Daniel Gebran, Ryan Walker, 
Harrison Maddern, Cameron Williams, Mitchell Dibben, 
Charles Waser, Angus Lehmann, Cleve Barton (Coach), 
Dean Rindfleish

FRONT ROW: Carl Barton, Lachlan McCarthy, Lachlan Swatosch, Daniel 
Knight, Daniel Rindfleish, John Fostellis, William Thomas, 
Anton Karindjias

BACK ROW L-R: Andrew Barley (Coach), Nathan Ford, Ryan 
Bultitude, Andrew Youkhana, Todd Kemmler, 
Matthew Earl, Tayler Perry, Gabriel Smythe, 
Scott Bultitude (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Virginia Park (Manager), David Maroki, 
Riley Park, Zack Barley, Jake Doyle, Maxwell 
Kingsbury-West, Marcus Wilson, Pranav Datta

The 14A’s had one of those up and down 
seasons. the year started off with a nice 
win that was a great confidence builder. 

Unfortunately the wet weather and school holi-
days weren’t kind to us this year, and we seemed 
to lose any momentum that had been built up 
from our wins. to the boys credit they always 
showed a never give up attitude even though 
they may have been behind on the score board. 
to the 14C’s and 13B’s teams, thank you for the 
player loans this season. to our coaches Cleve 
and Dean, thank you for all your efforts with the 
boys this season. to all our team, you showed 
true grit and determination all season and 
should be very proud of your efforts.
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The Under 14C 2 had a slow start to the year, but 
halfway through the year the team was work-
ing well and starting to win matches. Of note 

for the team , Sam was the highest goal scorer, fol-
lowed closely by Bailey. Our midfield player of Luke, 
Renato, Jason, Lucas, Adam and Adam had a great 
season and had great success at chasing down the 
ball and feeding it through to our forwards. Our backs, 
Remy, Joshua, Liam, William and Jake had a great sea-
son with plenty of hard work in defence. Our goalie, 
Chris also had a great season  with plenty of saves. 
Well done boys on a great season.

2015 was a season of new challenges with old friends. 
After winning the B grade comp last year, and earning 
the right to play in A grade, the girls took some time to 
adjust to the speed and skill of the teams in this high-
er level. the first part of the season was our warm up 
for what was to come. the girls set themselves some 
realistic challenges for the second half of the season 
and we started to play some really good football and 
were competitive against every team. Our season cul-
minated in a last round emphatic win against Sylvania 
3-0 upon which we were given a standing ovation and 
guard of honour by all parents which then segued into 
celebrations and a fire on the beach at Darook Park. 
thanks to all girls, their families and parents for your 
effort, enthusiasm and support and for continuing to 
turn up when the chips were down.

Chris Durante Coach

14C2

W15A

BACK ROW L-R: Simon Lee (Coach), Joshua Cowie, Remy Carlson, 
Adam Smith, William Roukis, Jake Watson, Sandy 
Hogg (Manager)

FRONT ROW: Bailey Marshall, Luke Andrews, Renato  
Benegas-Zegarra, Christopher Lee, Jason Hogg, 
Adam Rudge

ABSENT: Liam Dixon, Samuel Hughes, Lukas Kim

BACK ROW L-R: Trent Haag (Assist. Coach), Zara Wilson,  
Annika Durante, Elizabeth Coe, Kiana Haag,  
Sierra Blattman, Melody Wragg, Hayley Bannister, 
Amber Doherty, Bec Hughes (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Bianca Candiago, Natasha McNeill,  
Eloise O’Connor, Natasha Radojevic, Ariana Tane, 
Sophie Dennis, Rachael Mauro, Isabelle Williams 

ABSENT: Lara Quigley, Belinda Tane (Manager),  
Chris Durante (Coach)
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What a Season…. Minor Premiers and Premiers. 
this year, most of our players returned, wel-
coming into the team Guy, Oscar and Jack-

son. these new recruits complemented a remaining 
strong team and turned the team into an exceptional 
one. Gelling from the beginning, the boys got down 
to business of showing the rest what they are made 
of, racking up a 51 Goal Difference, winning 11 games, 
drawing 1 and losing 2 to win the comp outright. 
Our Backs have always been the strongest part of the 
team, but this season, they were even stronger, our 
Mids and Strikers as strong as ever. And who can for-
get Adrian, our Goal Keeper. He produce some of the 
most fantastic saves ever seen at this level. every game 
was fantastic to watch, breathtaking in instances, and 
nail biting in others. the team played in the State Cup 
and made it to the 3rd Round. A great achievement. 
 
Going into the Semi Finals as Minor Premiers, the team 
were pumped and annihilated Menai 4-0. In the Grand 
Finals, they played like a well-oiled machine, scoring in 
the first 30 secs. Lilli Pilli came back with a goal, but that 
just made our boys determine to show who was boss, 
and we took out the Grand Final 4-1. One of the best 
games we have seen. 

 
Our team’s goals came from Henry (20), Josh P (13), Guy 
(8), Sam M (7), Jackson (5), Josh J (5), Christian (4), Na-
than (3) and Oscar (1).

thanks to the families supporting the team through-
out the season, to Kon for his support and of course 
our coach, Mark."

15A BACK ROW L-R: Rob Brown (Manager), Joshua Brown, Rees 
Hopper, Christian Kalpou, Guy La Mela, 
Samuel Mandich, Jackson Lee, Kieran Medwey, 
Mark Wedesweiller (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Harrison Cramb, Samuel Payne, Josh Jacobs, 
Joshua PArsons, Adrian Aguilar, Nathan 
Wedesweiller, Henry Fuller,  
Oscar Watson-Steege

ABSENT: Aron Day (Coach)

minor 

Premiers & 

Premiers
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15C

16A

BACK ROW L-R: Thomas Drummond, Oscar Redman, Ben Johnson 
Luke Ellston, Peter Kasavetis, Bailey Arena, Jayme 
Bishop

FRONT ROW: John Williams (Manager), Karl Ohis, Oscar Briggs, 
Cassidy Grealish, Luke Hewson, Dylan Williams, 
Joshua Standingford, Trevor Johnson (Coach)

ABSENT: Harry Pritchard

BACK ROW L-R: Joshua Ritchie, Benjamin Green, Allen Bunic, 
Theo Koulouris, Kosta Mastros, George  
Koulouris (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Dylan Duplessis, Daniel Mauro, Rory King,  
Benjamin Roberts, Cooper Gordon, Lachlan 
Howard, Aaron Delfino

ABSENT: Elvir Catovic, Bobi Kulevski

With 2 weeks before the season start  the 16A 
only had 11 registered players and after 
weeks of advertising we manage to register 

2 players. that did not give the team much time to 
prepare compared to some other clubs having been 
training  for months and playing 4 to 5 trial games. 
First round we had Josh break his wrist ,one kid walk 
out of the team and Daniel also breaking his wrist in 
round 5.We had to turn to our 15s for help and before 
the registration deadline (end of may) we registered 2 
more kids. the 16A in the mean time had done well to 
hold onto 2nd spot all this time with the boys giving 
110% every game and with some games no subs on the 
sideline. As it turned out we finished 3rd and produced 
some great results, with  the best being 6 nil against Lil-
li Pilli and 4 nil against the finalist Kirrawee. Under the 
circumstances it was a great year and I believe had we 
had a full squad early in the season and not many bad 
injuries we could have gone close to winning the com-
petition although Gymea were very strong this year. 
We had 8 new players this year Kosta, Allen, Lachlan, 
Bobby, Cooper, Dylan, Josh and Rory all settled into the 
team well,  played their role well. A big congratulation to 
those boys. the existing boys theo, Aaron Ben R, Ben G, 
Daniel and elvir well done once again for a great season. 
Like to thank the parents for their support and the boys 
for their efforts. All in all a very enjoyable season, hope 
to see everyone next season.

Have a great off season

The 15c boys had a challenging season starting 
the year in B grade and a number of new players 
joining the team. John and I enjoyed the season 

with the boys watching their individual skills improv-
ing each, and coming together to play and look bet-
ter each week as a team. We didn't have many wins 
this year but if having fun and laughing with mates 
was an international sport we won the premiership. 
Great work boys and hope to see you next year.
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G reat bunch of boys who have been together for 
some seasons and welcoming new additions to 
complete this years under 16B's. I couldn't speak 

highly enough of the boys, we started the season well 
and soon, just like 4 other teams we found out this was 
going to be a very close comp. any goal for or against 
could drop or promote a team from 1st to 4th or vice 
versa. We finish equal second in 3rd spot at season end. 
team was unite all through the seasons this made my 
job very easy, boys had a lot to do with that, respon-
sibilities were shared and carried out.they did every-
thing I have asked them each week, game or training.  
we could play and did play two style of games, Play 
from the back, move the ball quick, easy option and 
quick first touch and go . some of the move they pulled 
off were amazing, we called it ""Barcelona"" , the other 
was the not so popular long ball (but affective when 
needed)in danger area and strike.we didn't have any 
name for that one. we used a 4-2-3-1 formation and 
learnt our position/formation early (well some of us). 
We had whatsapp to help us to make sure we were all 
on the same page, we took turn to express our thoughts 
at half times, we had great goals, great games, and we 
had moments that weren't so great but that's football.

W16B1 BACK ROW L-R: Brad Needham (Coach), Meg Needham,  
Caira Manion, Indigo Drury, Ellie Campbell, Micah  
Manion (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW: Aimee Robson, Lili Moris, Tahner Hartwell, Jessica 
Brown, Emma Rothfield, Jennifer Brown (Manager)

ABSENT: Eden Fazio, Grece Goman, Olivia Quinn, Abbey 
Stockwell, Grace Tiernan, Olivia White

16B BACK ROW L-R: Dimitri Vergados (D1), Essie Mostaghimi, Jayden 
Woods, Rhys Druery, Lachlan Macpherson,  
Zackary Hankin

FRONT ROW: Victor Ying, Dimitri Vergados (D2), Jonty Redman, 
Jarrod Bell, Ben Glennan, Curtis Matthews, 
Joshua Nelson, Eddie Mostaghimi (Coach)

ABSENT: Taine Claringbold, Reece Connor

Premiers
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W16B2

16C1

BACK ROW L-R: Peter Swatosch (Manager), Bailey Mazor, Hannah 
Munns, Laura Young, Garth Young (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Julia Vasilas, Georgia Holden, Jessica Swatosch, 
Olivia Brown, Maddison Ground

ABSENT: Lena Bradbury, Nicole Dunn, Kara Durante, 
Jessica Matheson, Lana Missiris, Sarah 
Richardson, Brogan Smith

BACK ROW L-R: Angela Frain (Manager), Harley Jones, Mark 
Woods, Clayton Cormie, Max Munro, Jeremy 
Searle, Russell Mapplebeck (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Kiran Suresh, Flynn Mapplebeck, Jack Herbert, 
William Duddleston, Thomas Muller, Retvin Roy, 
Chris Justin

ABSENT: Phil Woods (Assist. Coach), Clay Dwyer, Calean 
Faust, Luke Incolligno

Once again the Women's Under 16 B2 
team had a fantastic season, finishing 3rd 
overall. the girls should be very proud 

of themselves this year, as we, the coaches and 
parents are. they approached each game as a 
team, had fun, chatted a lot and played good 
soccer. as the result shows. (1st next year girls). I 
would like to thank the goalie girls, Sarah, Jess S 
and Laura who put there hand up for what can be 
the hardest position on the team, also the other 
girls who filed in as well, especially you Jess M. 
Our usual back line of Maddy, Lana, Bailey, Laura and 
Hannah, kept a great defensive line, supported by 
the Mids of Olivia,  Jess M, Georgia, Nicole and Julia. 
Our Strikers this year was Jess S, Lena and Kara. this 
line up gave us a great team, strong backs, fast cen-
tre's and good strikers, and it was a pleasure to watch 
the passing game. So well done and we hope to see 
you all back next year.
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This was the season that got away from the Un-
der 16 C2’s. A strong and talented team with 
an enthusiastic new coach and a committed 

approach to training and match strategy but we 
couldn’t pull together enough consistent perfor-
mances on the pitch to challenge for a finals po-
sition. Injuries to key players throughout the early 
part of the season and extended absences during 
the school holidays left the team under strength in 
some critical positions and too often, without a full 
complement of players against teams we ought to 
have beaten. Despite the challenges, there were 
some standout wins during the season and some 
hard fought draws that showed what this team 
could achieve. A 6-0 win against the other Seagulls 
team in Round 5 was a rare highlight and brought 
fresh confidence to the boys that they had the 
ability to win matches. Unfortunately, that success 
proved hard to repeat. Most importantly, the team 
enjoyed their season and playing with a group that 
has been together for some years now.

Coach – JOe CAtALANO

Manager – JOHN GReGORY

16C2 BACK ROW L-R: John Gregory (Manager), Matthias Gregory,  
Luke Whitehill, Ryley O’Sallivan, Kale Pennel, Cameron 
Kirk, Max Enright, Sebastian Rehak, Joe Catalano (Coach)

FRONT ROW: George Hughes, Aaron D’Amato, Declan Ambrose, 
Thomas Saxon, Michael Penrose, Tynan Wallace, Jake 
Catalano

ABSENT: Luke Froio, Aidan O’Leary
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Well we stayed strong all Year, Minor Premiers and 
then to finish off the season  with a Grand Fi-
nal Win  4-0 against  Gymea 1 !!! Well done girls, 

you deserved the win. We have had most of the girls in 
the team for the past few years, however we welcomed 
this year Lyndien Punnett from the 16A’s who filled in for 
us last year when we were short, this year Lyndien took 
on the roll of Goal Keeper who was ever reliable and de-
pendable, and also played up the field and more than 
capable. In the backs we had emma, Helen, Bronte help-
ing Lyndien to keep the ball out of the goal area, great 
defence by the girls, especially in those tight games. In 
the centre and mid we had Phoebe always in the mid-
dle stopping that ball, Bella with her fast moves to get to 
that ball first, then we had Jaslyn, Dominque, Michaela 
and Georgia moving the game forward for  the awaiting 
forwards , great ground was covered by these girls. We 
had Paris, tiarne , Mirade and tiana there to finish it off, 
either put it away themselves or to pass it on who was in 
a better position, and wasn’t there some magical goals 
kicked, and some amazing foot work with you girls, then 
Dominque would appear from the side and also kick 
some amazing goals. to sum it up, it was a pleasure to 
be involved with such a wonderful group of girls, “ that 
just had fun out on the field."" thanks to Dave and Brad 
for there time at training, its been a tough year to get the 
girls all together, there either at Uni or Yr 12 trials and 
studying , but come Sunday Pre game talk they "" lis-
tened “ or "" they talked “ but come game time, and with 
encouragement from the side they delivered !!!

Season 2015 saw the birth of the W18C team. 
From our first training run on a hot afternoon in 
March, we knew we had something special. Great 

kids, great humour and more than a few who could 
play. Round 1 saw us play North Sutherland and reg-
ister what was to be the first of many wins. the girls 
were stoked with the result and a team was born.  
We sat in the top 4 all season, peaking in 1st and finish-
ing in 3rd on the table. the season was characterised 
by an entertaining style of play, and a never say die at-
titude. the way our defenders and keeper held strong 
under fire, the way our centre controlled the middle 
and the way our forwards constructed goals was plain 
for all to see, with many opponents complementing 
us on our style of play. Our semi-final that was played 
against Bosco was a tight affair with the final score 
line a 2-1 loss which left us 4th overall for the season.  
Big shout out to our manager Ann for taking manage-
ment to a new level, a Facebook page complete with 
match reports and photos, not to mention muffins on 
game days. thanks also to Cheryl our trainer for keeping 
the girls fit all season and to Dylan for acting as stand-in 
coach on occasions. Special thanks to RSL for allowing 
us to train at Solander. 2015 was a great debut season 
for the W18C looking forward to more success in 2016.  
 
Stats: 
Won = 11 
Drawn = 2 
Lost = 2
Goals scored = 49

Cheers Damian, Coach.

W18A

W18C BACK ROW L-R: Ann Turner (Manager), Amelia Hurst,  
Claudia Turner, Caitlin Ryan, Tenille Piek, 
Sarah Longmuir, Jamuka Blattman,  
Damian Hurst (Coach)

FRONT ROW: Lauren Hopkins, Cassandra Whetu, Emily Hua,  
Molly Anderson, Mikayla Cox, Simone Green, 
Sharni Whetu

ABSENT: Penny Cosio

minor 

Premiers & 

Premiers
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2015 proved to be a fantastic soccer season! We came 
from 4th place into the finals to win the Grand Final 2-1 
and become proud premiers - so good!! Some of the play-
ers have been together at Seagulls for over 10 years and 
although it's always been fun, winning the Grand Final 
for the first time was the best feeling. thanks to Shaun, 
who came on board to coach us this year although he's 
never played a game of soccer in his life, we taught him 
the rules and he helped to improve our fitness and kept 
us focused. thanks to Rowan and 'Suey' our managers 
and to all the mums, dads, grannies, girl friends and 
supporters who cheered us along during the season 
and at the finals. Most of all thanks to the great group 
of boys who made up the 18D team. You are the best!   
Hope to see you all next year -  Jackson

Another season comes to an end. It was a year 
that saw many highs along with a hand full of 
lows.this year saw a combination of age groups.  

this resulted in the 2 Wyllie brothers Jack & Sam play-
ing along side each other. Our defence was bolstered 
this year through Alex Witherden and ethan Redman 
joining our already strong Ned Drummond, Isaac By-
rne and Mathew Ludmon. Midfield duties fell on Darcy 
Medway, Alec Dutton, Joshua Hardwick, Jed Smith and 
Jordan Grinham. Our strikers mainly consisted of Adam 
Laffan and Cameron Amos, who both always gave our 
opposition something to think about. My Last player to 
mention is a guy who has truly found his position, our 
keeper Joshua Kemmler. He saved and kept us in con-
tention so many times this season. A special thank you 
to the following. Gary Medway who stepped in every 
time I was away (sorry mate). Alisa Amos for assisting/
organizing social events, along with lastly Allison Dutton 
for being bombarded by me (via txt) when I was away. 
I have not harped on about any individual performances 
that much for a reason. this bunch of young men, have 
been a true pleasure to be involved with. All parents/rel-
atives should be proud of these young men. Finally, the 
end result wasn’t there this year. However, we made the 
Grand Final. Sport is a funny thing. It’s all on the day. If it 
goes wrong so be it. As much as it hurts for a while, you’ll 
bounce back. Be safe over summer and see you next year. 
Dutto

18B BACK ROW L-R: Jedah Smith, Cameron Amos, Samuel Wyllie, Darcy 
Medwey, Alec Dutton, Ethan Redman

FRONT ROW: Isaac Byrne, Jordan Grinham, Joshua Kemmler, 
Adam Laffan, Alex Witheran, Edward Drummond

ABSENT: Matthew Ludmon, Jack Wyllie, Joshua Hardwick, 
Michael Dutton (Coach), Gary Medwey (Assist. 
Coach), Alisa Amos (Manager)

18D TOP:           Blake H, Shaun, Tristan, Blake W, Mat, Marcus, Jake,
                     Rowan, Harry 
MIDDLE:  Josh, Daniel, Jackson, Tim, Ryoto, Jack
FRONT:     David, Julian

Premiers
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The W21B's started the season with our usual 
high spirits and lack of fitness, two new players 
in Sarah and emma D bringing a fresh enthusi-

asm and plans to improve on our fourth place in 2014. 
Goalkeeper looked like it would be a challenge, but it 
turned out we had many very capable (if less than en-
thusiastic) goalkeepers.  thank you to all my ""volun-
teers"" during the year - some outstanding efforts and 
a special mention to Amy for a number of terrific per-
formances.  there were some memorable and magnif-
icent efforts during the year, including a 0-0 draw with 
8 players and a 1-1 draw with 9 players.  In one sense 
four points thrown away, but awesome, gutsy perfor-
mances by the girls. Special thanks to our manager, 
Kristen, who kept us organised and inspired. How did 
we end up? Fourth again! Went out of the finals with 
our heads held high though, after a 1-1 draw, despite 
overseas holidays and injuries diminishing our strike 
power (with thanks to Ingrid and Penny from the 
18Bs for helping out).  A game we probably should 
have won and a season where we would have liked 
to achieve more, but the girls always had great  fun 
(some of the half time discussions were hilarious albe-
it not very focused on strategy!) and were a pleasure 
to coach. My favourite season to date! thanks Ladies. 
Martin McGrath

W21B

Most of the 18f boys came together as a new 
team this year where we trained hard, had a 
great year and won many of our games. the 

boys finished the season off in second place and worked 
hard through the semi's, finals to win the grand final 
1-0 against engadine who were the minor premieres. 
Great season boys, great way to win for the year and 
hope to see you all next year.

18F
Premiers
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The boys had a great year playing in the 21C's, 
finishing up in 5th place, just shy of the semi-
finals. Considering most of the boys were play-

ing up a year, and had some new players in the team, 
we had a great season. everyone improved expo-
nentially from the beginning of the season, and Joel 
even learnt how to head a ball properly by the end. 
With Jones and Rudy holding the wings, and Jordan & 
Pascoe holding the middle, the defence was a rock. But 
with Joe Hart in goals, it didn't really matter. Charles was a 
machine between the posts, and is definitely the reason 
why we won so many games. Sen, Ben, Lawrence and 
Beau in the holding midfield roles, they put their bodies 
on the line and didn't stop running throughout the game. 
Picknell, Joel, Harris, Daniel and Ryan Grosse on the wings 
surprised everyone including themselves with their foot-
work and their creative ways of passing their opponents.  
Our attacking midfielder was nothing short of creative 
(and a bit of luck) in every game. Seb managed to run 
around for almost every minute of every game, whipping 
up a rabona at almost every opportunity. He linked up 
perfectly with our strikers, Aiden and Jack, who with their 
combination of speed and strength, were deadly up front.  
It was definitely a great year for the boys, and by next 
year, we'll be title contenders for sure.

We lost a couple from last season but the girls 
did a bit of recruiting & we managed to get a 
full complement . Starting the season Phil was 

trying to get the girls as fit as possible.It was obvious it 
was going to be Cronulla Seagulls V’s engadine. the one 
game we played ended at 4 all. Come to the Semi-final 
& we had to win to have the week off. Personally I think 
that this was the best game we played all year. the entire 
team lifted as they knew we were in for a tough fight. Our 
girls were so composed. the physical effort that they dis-
played was something that they could all be very proud 
of. trust me there were quite a few that put their body 
on the line that day. Unfortunately it ended at 1 all so 
engadine went through. the Grand final, well, we played 
another excellent game, but were not good enough on 
the day, 3-1. Our team improved throughout the season 
& it was fantastic to be involved with such a nice bunch 
of Girls. Amber was in Goal all season & managed some 
amazing stops. Our backs were super strong & rarely 
did the opposition get an easy shot. Congratulations to 
Lauren, Sophia, Claire, Laura W (Hamstring), Kaitlyn (very 
sick) & emma.  the mid line & the forwards were always 
swapping positions which showed great versatility. they 
would fill any position that Mark asked of them. thanks 
to Miina, Maggie, Laura M, Isabelle, Courtney, Chelsea, 
Jazmin & elizabeth.thanks to all for their efforts, for help-
ing out when asked. Fantastic season, finishing second.  
Be proud

21C

W21C BACK ROW L-R:  Amber Chadwick, Miina Kuusela, Lauren 
Chadwick, Claire Gorman, Sophia Wynne, Isabelle 
Quigley, Kaitlyn Heagney, Jazmin Tiller.

FRONT ROW:       Laura Millington, Elizabeth Cruickshank, Courtney 
Smith, Emma Beckedahl, Maggie Mahoney, 
Chelsea Tiller

ABSENT:               Laura Woods

BACK ROW L-R:  Harris Pocklington, Rudyard Moore, Jordan Grosse, 
Beau Streater, Charles Warden, Jack Wylie, Ryan 
Grosse, Ryan Picknell, Ben Munns,  
Tiarne Murphy (Coach)

FRONT ROW:       Jake Pascoe (Manager), Jake Jones, Daniel Verrell, 
Joel Almond, Seb Douglass

ABSENT:               Sen Le, Aiden Sawyer, Jake Lawrence
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AL-12-2

Another great season for the Gully Boys. this 
year we welcomed a few new players and un-
fortunately had some of the boys miss out due 

to injury. this team will be moving up its 3rd grade 
in 3 years and getting the Minor Premiership and 
Runners up this season is a fantastic achievement.  
the boys are privileged to be coached by the best, 
most passionate, caring, yet ruthless coach in the club. 
He teaches us to ""humding"", ""fooken dickem"",""win 
the league"", ""read between the brickets"" and most of 
all how to love and respect the game.  this team is not 
you regular footballing side. You may play for the Sea-
gulls but you don't know what it means to be a gully 
boy unless you have played with these boys. Whether 
they have played 20 or 1 season for the seagulls the 
gully boys take passion for the club to a new level. 
the boys have created a brotherhood and have made 
and continue to make memories they can carry with 
them for the rest of their lives. 

AL4

Atough year for the Seagulls AL12/2's. It started 
off with a couple of ex players splitting from the 
crew which had a domino effect on numbers 

for this team. Half the boys went to the 7's and those 
that were left had to scratch together boys to make up 
the numbers. We soldiered on and were pretty solid in 
the first half of the comp, but faded away as travel and 
work commitments kicked in and left us short. the guys 
that were the best consistently were Jordan, Brent, Joe, 
James and Rafa. the boys that fired up occasionally were 
trent, Matt J, Matt W, Blake and Josh t. the boys that 
need some more work in the off season are Nick, Dylan, 
John, Andrew and Simon. Special guest appearances 
from Brendan and emerson also helped the team. When 
everybody rolled up and were ready to play, we were 
competitive with any team in the comp., unfortunately 
this only happened now and again. Outside of that, your 
a good bunch of young blokes and we had some LOL's 
throughout the season. All the best in the future.

BACK ROW L-R:  Darren Bunney(coach), Lachlan Knowles, Sam 
Whittle, Peter Rowswell, Ben Moroko, Chris 
Dascal(assistant Coach), Matt Friday 
Douglas Aldridge

FRONT ROW:       Michael Trompp, Tom Montgomery, Jim 
Anthopoulos, Ryan Aitken, Alexander Allenby, Matt 
O'Donnell, Kurt Nakkan, Michael Giardullo, Ryan 
Scott, Joseph Giardullo, Jared Elasi
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Well boys, it was a bit of a disap-
pointing end to a great year 
bowing out in the finals with 

two consecutive losses. Injuries and cer-
tain members of the team going on holi-
days didn't help our cause. One highlight 
of the year was Dale Murphy's two goal 
haul against Menai, one being a majes-
tic bicycle kick. Well in Daz! Don't have 
much time for this report as I'm in Venice, 
Italy!  See you all at the presentation night 
to blow the thoth off a few cold ones.  
P.S. Adman bench

We set out in 2015 to be competitive 
and play football together as a team. 
Over the course of the season we 

wrapped up the Minor Premiership for the 
third time in 4 seasons working our way 
up from the Ds. to the new and old boys 
in the team, this just goes to show what 
you can achieve if you keep it simple, pass 
the ball to feet, play as team, keep your 
shape on the park and the results will come. 
We didn’t have the biggest roster by any 
means and the injury toll was quite high 
throughout the season, so I would like to 
thank the players from the 45s from helping 
out when requested. the Grand Final match 
did not go to plan, unfortunately too many 
injuries heading into the game and injuries 
picked up during battle did not allow us to 
play the style of football that we were capable 
of producing with a full squad at 100% fitness. 
2015 was highly successful by all means, so 
thanks to all the players, coaching staff/man-
ager and supporters.this is why we play the 
game football. 

Player of the Year - Pat 

Golden Boot - Kev Robbo - Coach

AL7

O35B BACK ROW L-R:  Gaz (Ass. Coach), Wazza (VC), Freddy, Andy, Reg (C), 
Rob, James, Kenny, Gezza, Robbo (Coach)

FRONT ROW:       Doggy, Duuj, Pat, Graeme, Princess, Kev, Gnome, 
Steve O MIA - Frosty (Ass. Coach), Pete (Manager)
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We started off as a bunch of strangers 
but it wasn't long before we were a 
team. As the most 'mature' team in 

the comp, we tended to find the opposition 
had the advantage in age, fitness and numbers, 
but it didn't stop us fighting hard and giving 
our best in every game. Despite the outcomes, 
our opponents always knew they had to play 
well to win, and frequently we scored the best 
and most dramatic goals in the games, just not 
as many as the opposition. Our fighting spirit 
was exemplified by the number of injuries 
suffered in attack and defence, in particular the 
post-game visits to emergency clinics for head 
stitches for two players who put vulnerable 
parts of their bodies bravely on the line for the 
team. the season has been a delight in many 
ways, with great displays of character from a 
team full of characters.

O45C BACK ROW L-R:  Michael Szafranek, Chris Doyle, Armen Deushian, 
Sergey Kurchalov, Paul Frame, Manuel Ramos, 
Mick Briggs, Bob Saric, Alpen Sukan

FRONT ROW:       Stewart Teal, Peter Campbell, Clint Gavin,  
Michael Babic, Tony Morais

ABSENT:                 Paul Anderson, Nic Gadaleta, Stephen Long, 
Gerard Quazzola. 
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LIFE MEMBERS PLAYER LIFE MEMBERS 

Bill  Beaver
Jim  Benjamin *
Ken  Best
Bruce  Biggs
Gary   Bradshaw
Lew  Brown
Jim  Burgess *
Bill  Dover*
Paul  Gersling
Gordon Gillham *
Peter  Gray
Ron   Gray
Lynn  Harvey
John  Heldoorn
Barry  Hore
Sylvia  Hore
Charlie  Johns
Jeff  Keats
George Kennedy *
Nobert  Krause
Alan  Mackenzie
Peter  Malone
Ken   Mcdonough *
Barry  Penfold
Bill  Potter
Judy  Potter
Kim  Ryder
Denis  Solari
Robert  Stearman
Jack  Stearman *
Claire  Stearman *
Karen  Sullivan
Richard Sullivan
Geoff  turner
Gordon Whittaker

* Deceased

Wayne  Dover
John  Dowsett
Greg  File
Greg  Hoy
Philip  Savides
Steve  turner
Greg  Wilson
Peter  Rowswell
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Club Sponsors




